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Dear Colleague:
Thank you for your participation in the 3rd SEI Technical
Interchange held May 5 & 6 in Houston. We continue to be very
pleased with these meetings and your feedback suggests that you
also feel the interchange is valuable. SEI and NASA management as
well as those in Congress see this type of "outreach" activity as an
important .part of the overall planning, analysis and decision making
process for future programs. The whole spectrum of new concepts,
alternatives and options must be identified and reviewed to enable
the critical decisions required to undertake challenging SEI goals.
This meeting with over 300 participants from about 100 different
organizations brings together the dispersed supporters of SEI to
begin building the team necessary for the long-term. The int_action
between industry, academia, and government organizations including
DoE, DoD, and NASA provides the focus for working closer together on
SEI related activities.
This book of proceedings should capture the "black and white" of the
meeting to provide a record for on-going activities. Hopefully the
material within will be as valuable to you as it is to those in the
Exploration Programs Office and other SEI organizations.
Thanks again for your participation.
Sincerely,
Manager, Exploration Programs Office
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Example Launch Vehicle
Packa_in_ Concept
McDonnell Douglas Delta II 7925
100 in inside diameter payload shroud
Allowable Payload
Volume Envelope
I00 in
Artemis lander
Height above interface TBD
Launch Vehicle Adaptor
Solar Arrays stowed
Legs protrude into here
Payload attach interface
Morton Thiokol Star 48B
(Delta 7925 Third Stage)
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Surface Systems
Splinter Session
ExPO Technical Interchange Meeting
An exchange of ideas on FLO Surface Systems
Wednesday, May 6
11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Bertolotti's Cuchina Italiana
2555 Bay Area Blvd.
(just west of UH-CL, seating may be limited)
Luncheon meeting No formal presentations Each table will have a PSS facilitator
Topics
• Surface Systems
• Surface Systems Integration
- EVA
- Rovers
- Logistics
- Programmatics
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Checklist for Change
1. Understand the current period
- when did it start?
- what is the paradigrn?
- why was that paradigm adopted?
2. Understand the sources of change
- what has changed?
- how soon before the system goe=
critical?
3. Understand the stakeholders
- who is invested in the current
paradigm?
- who is ready for change?
- who is confused?
4. Identify leaders and champions
5. Propose an alternative paradigm
- new vision
- new values
- new rules
- new rationale
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R.L. GRANT REMARKS
CQI: CULTURE CHANGE WITHIN BOEING DEFENSE & SPACE GROUP
Space Exploration Initiative Third Technical Interchange Meeting
Houston, TX
May 6, 1992
Boeing's approach to Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI) is an
evolutionary one
While consistently stressing the importance and inevitability of
fundamentally changing the way we do business, and characterizing CQI as
the "cornerstone" of our business management approach, the Corporation
left it to individual organizations to adopt and implement CQI as they saw fit
The ultimate aim of any CQI activity is the delivery of quality products and
services. We are in the business of satisfying our customer.
Fundamental to the culture change around the delivery of a quality product
are several key points:
Quality is ultimately defined by the customer
• Redefining "customer" as internal as well as external.
• Understanding the part suppliers play in the quality of our products,
internally as well as externally.
The shape of CQI in any organization around Boeing has been based on the
workplace culture, products, customers and leadership personalities of that
organization
Our early approach focused on Quality Circles and Process Improvement
Teams where we began to apply principles of problem-solving, process
analysis, SPC and other tools
However, in 1989, Boeing Aerospace began an organization-wide focus on
planning - getting everyone's arrows pointed in the same direction.
A Large-Scale System Change process brought management together for
2-3 days for strategic planning and goal-setting sessions, a process that
under normal circumstances would take months to accomplish.
The single threading of the Company vision, mission, goals, objectives and
actions through every level, organization and individual is known as Policy
Deployment. Performance Management, the vehicle to communicate and
involve everyone in the process, will be accomplished within the Group by
the end of this year
-2-
Our CQI approach follows three principle pathways for achieving quality
products the first time every time:
Policy Deployment, mentioned earlier, is the system by which goals
are determined, plans to achieve the goals are established, and
measures are created to assure progress toward the goals
Partnership - paying attention to the way we work together - with our
customers, suppliers, both internal and external; the way we work
together cross-functionally, between paycodes; and the way we use
teams to get work done. Through partnering, we recognize the
importance of making organizational boundaries permeable at all stages
of a product or process, thereby empowering everyone to have an
opportunity to influence what goes on and be satisfied with with the
outcome and how it was attained.
Process Improvement - shifting the focus away from examining the
quality of the end product to the quality of the process which creates the
end product, thus preventing problems or poor quality from occuring and
enabling true improvement and innovation
Continuing with the spirit of evolution, the Defense & Space Group senior
managers participated in a Japanese Study Mission late last year which
involved a "Ground School"in Seattle followed by a visit to 10 world class
Japanese companies
Some basic observations of the Japanese management culture include:
Setting up an effective management system to assure the long-term
viability and continuous adaptation/evolution of the enterprise is
management's job (Nippon Steel: "Each day a new dawn for steel.")
Well-structured, documented, disciplined process for conducting all
phases of business activity. System driven by facts and data and
founded on the Plan-Do-Check-Act continuous learning cycle.
Entire organization maintains a consistent and persistent focus on full
customer satisfaction (Quality, Cost, Delivery, Safety and Morale).
Customer In as a way of life in contrast to old paradigm of Product Out
Design engineering must stay close to the field where the products are
used and close to the shop floor where the products are made.
("Armchair engineers" who never visit the factory floor must go)
Manufacturing is a strategic weapon that can be used to continuously
meet the changing needs of the customer and beat the competition.
Manufacturing systems designed with a resiliency to assure a rapid and
flexible response to changing market needs
-3-
Everyone is involved in improving everything all the time. People seen
as an asset; information on goals and performance is shared openly;
team environment founded on mutual respect
They are globally ambitious and playing for keeps
This lead us to go beyond seeing CQI as a program. While we did not
radically change our current course, we are applying these lessons and are
committed to institutionalizing CQI, making it the way of life in D&SG
We will implement CQI as The Management System for D&SG and are
working to develop a common approach
Using the Malcolm Baldrige criteria to measure our progress, we will
undertake the following initiatives:
1. Train all managers to lead and teach CQI
2. Establish a CQI information-gathering and analysis process
3. Improve the planning process to produce an integrated plan that
encompasses product, technical, business and CQI efforts
4. Continue toward a participative work place for all employees and
prepare the work force to function effectively in a CQI environment
5. Identify, document and improve our product and business processes
6. Measure our performance levels and improvement trends, and identify
need for change
7. Improve satisfaction of our external customers.
So, we learn, we implement and we evolve. Japanese as well as US
companies have their ups and downs as they embrace CQI as The
Management System. Often we must regroup and restart.
But the point is they stay with it, they persevere, and so shall we.
We don't know what the future holds in this time of tremendous change.
And while we may currently be in the middle of the journey as we perform
the transition to a CQI culture, I believe we will figure it out, we will land on
our feet, and we will compete successfully as a world class organization with
all comers!
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THE IMPACT OF N_W BIJSINESS APPROACHES
DERIVED FRC_,',4,
THE MANNED TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM STUDY
B. McCandless !11, F. F. Baillif 2, N. Lance_, B. C. Clark 4, M. S. Geyer5, M. Gaunce s,
H. W. Anson6, D. G. Bienhof 7, D. A. CareyS, B. R. Emmet 9, and E. D. WelzellO.
Abstract
A survey of senior contractor and NASA
management was conducted to determine those
factors perceived as having the greatest impact
on the aerospace industry's ability to do
business with the Government, specifically
NASA. The results, both critical and laudatory,
are categorized and discussed herein. It is
anticipated that a follow-on paper will address
specific means of and agencies for alleviation of
the greatest impediments.
The Manned Transportation System
(MTS) study contracts are being conducted by
the New Initiatives Office of the NASA Johnson
Space Center. The objective is to use past work
and current data to provide a framework for
determining the right path to follow for an
integrated manned transportation system using
a logical, measurable, and repeatable process.
A NASA-Industry Team (NIT) was formed to
obtain consensus on the needs, attributes, and
top-level requirements for manned transporta-
tion and to provide technical data to aid NASA in
determining the right path to follow. The NIT
consists of the following NASA participants -
Johnson Space Center, Headquarters, Marshall
Space Flight Center, Langley Research Center,
and Kennedy Space Center; and the following
industry participants Lockheed, Boeing,
Martin Marietta, Rockwell, General Dynamics,
and McDonnell Douglas.
One of the Study objectives is to identify
"better" ways of doing business with the
Government that would aid in developing and
operating a more affordable, reliable, safe, and
routine manned transportation system. The
business areas identified to meet the Manned
Transportalion System objectives were:
procurement, management, organization,
policy/procedures, budget, personnel, and
operations.
A survey was conducted among senior
managers within the government and partici-
pating companies to obtain information in these
selected business areas (see Appendix A). The
main goal of the survey was the identification of
items that could improve industry's way of
doing business with the Government. Over one
hundred suggestions were received; the
categorized responses of the survey are depicted
in figure 1. Each suggestion was assigned to one
of the selected business areas (categories) so
that those with the most concern could be easily
determined. The summary of the responses are
presented by category in the following sections.
Most responses pertain to what is wrong with
the current way of doing business, rather than
improvements to the system. But where
suggested improvements or solutions to specific
problems were identified, they wereincluded in
Martin Marietta, Civil Space & Communications Co.; Denver, CO; AIAA Senior Member.
2 Martin Marietta Manned Space Systems, New Orleans, LA.
3 NASA JSC, New Initiatives Office - MTS Project Manager, Houston, TX; AIAA Senior Member.
4 Martin Marietta, Civil Space & Communications Co., Denver, CO; AIAA Associate Fellow.
5 NASA Johnson Space Center, New Initiatives Office, Houston, TX; AIAA Member.
6 Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Sunnyvale, CA.
7 Rockwell International, Space Systems Division, Downey, CA; AIAA Member.
8 McDonnell Douglas Space Systems Company, Huntington Beach, CA; AIAA Member.
9 General Dynamics, Space Systems Division, San Diego, CA; AIAA Member.
1o. Boeing Defense & Space Group, Seattle, WA; AIAA Senior Member.
Copyright © 1992 by Martin Marietta Corporation. Published by the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc., with permission.
the summahon. The NIT did not necessarily
agree with aft of the responses received, but the
summation reflects the unchanged comext
thereof. Th_s has also resulted in the occasional
occurrence of somewhat stilted language herein,
for wl_tcn t.,he readers understanding _s
requesT.ed. Before the mudy is fimshed, the NIT
will develop and promulgate a strategy for the
attempted rernoval of the impediments.
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Figure 1 - % of categorized survey responses on better ways of doing business with the Government
Program funding constraints can cause
several things to happen. For example, test
hardware may be forced to be deleted and
designs may be changed resulting in much
higher operational costs. Emphasis on low cost
is perceived to be at the expense of on-time
schedules and technology advancement. Cost and
budget estimates have a significant influence on
program stability and outcome. The lack of
multi-year funding inhibits planning for
orderly and efficient development of operational
capability. Annualized funding is so variable
that contractors _ to _ in order to
get around' the uncertainties of the Government.
Programs become longer and longer due to such
constraints, which makes them more costly
overall. The detailed involvement of Congress
in the budgeting process (e.g., redesigning
Space Station Freedom {SSF}) and the resultant
contractor response to reduced budget levels
cause early program inefficiencies. Political
constraints affect the budget of NASA acquisi-
tions and cause many restructuring problems.
Timely funding of fiscal year options is
hindered because of tendencies within the
appropriation and authorization processes to
transfer NASA-budgeted funds to other agencies.
This often results in work stoppages, delays of
scheduled launches, and increased overall costs.
There is enormous pressure at the onset
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of a program to assume high leveis ot cost :_sk
without adequate reserves to cover contingen-
cies or growth. One recommendation is to ce_ay
the start of a program until cost eslimates and
budget availability match. Program budgeT.ing
should recognize program dynamics from the
outset and reflect "looking back" costs.
Reserves should be budgeted after the originaily
predicted peak cost point.
New management practices must be
introduced. To reduce costs and meet tighter end-
item delivery schedules, oversight and rewew
of projects must be sharply reduced, and
authority must be delegated to those closest to
the problems to allow them to effect the
solutions. There is a need to streamline and
reduce the number of customer reviews and
meetings. Top management time is consumed by
lack of delegation and excessively broad
program reviews which do not concentrate on
key issues. Meetings for information only that
do not address any specific problems should be
minimized. When meetings are held, the
decision makers should maintain open lines of
communications, and maximize productive time.
To save costs, telecommunications should be
used to reduce travel and facilitate participation
by .those closest to the technical problems.
Management needs to assign clear
responsibility, goals, and commensurate
authority to each job assignment so that the
responsible person(s) can see that the job gets
done. Clear goals will focus the efforts to
adhere to schedule and avoid lost time.
Government management needs to specify the
deliverables of the program, rather than how to
achieve those deliverables. Mission objectives
should be defined and the technical solutions
should evolve as technical problems arise. This
allows people the creative flexibility in their
approach to problems which leads to the most
cost-effective solutions.
The lines of communication should be
open between Government and the contractor.
Contractors should be treated as team members
in open discussions. If continuity can be
maintained within the program team (NASA and
contractor) the following will happen: the team
will be well-informed; time will be saved on
training new team members; increased
OR:_._)N,-,',_.PAGE
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cooperat_or; and enthusiasm for the pro,j,a
w_ll be generated; and le_.m members w.i', ha
recognition for their individual efforts. A sen._
of trust among Government, industry, and tea
members must be established to allow fi-
members to push ahead decisively and to redu(
barriers. Each member must be able to rely c
support from the others. The high degree
interaction between NASA and _ts contrac;or
while technically productive, also tends to pla£
upward pressure on the cost outcomes.
Government management should sele,
the contractor and then let it perform desig
development. The contractor should have mot
up-front responsibility, using clearly define
requirements and goals set by management,
perform its assigned role of design developmen
Program direction should emphasize the proje
accomplishment rather than reporting, doc_
mentation, justification, etc. Abortive procun
ments that continue to the point where th
Request for Proposal (RFP) is expected any day
and are then dropped, should be avoided 1
reduce the wastage of contractor resource
which ultimately are paid for by the Gover_
ment. A level of risk should be established 1
enable the Government to communicate th
likelihood that funding will be available 1
consummate any given procurement.
There are outdated design/integratio
processes used today that concurrent desigr
systems engineering, and integrated produ,
development teams should improve. Establist
ment of concurrent engineering teams t
evaluate candidate designs and system archite(
tures should reduce the complexity of interface
dudng the design phase. These teams need to b
established early in the program. A "skun
works" activity may be one way to effectivel
formulate the concepts and system definition
on which the overall program developmer
effort relies: production (logical manufactus
ing processes), operations (reduced manpow(
and documentation), specialty engineerin!
(safety, quality, reliability, maintainabilit_
etc.), and design.
Having a "Design-for-Operations
philosophy in the front end of a program ca
reduce overall acquisition arid support costs
This is substantiated by quantitative modelin!
3
technIquesandby experience.TheF-117Ahas
showna reductionof over 25% in operaticns
costs based on this concept. The F-117A
Programalsousedcommonalilyof hardwareand
saved over $60M in DDT&Ecosts for avionic
systems.
The Japanese approach to reliable
product development is to engineer, in the
productdefinitionphase,boththedesignandthe
manufacturing process to provide a stable
production approach and a product that is highly
reliable. This "concurrent engineering" pro-
cess produces a basic product design that will
accommodate the normal statistical variance
that can be expected from the manufacturing
process. If the design and manufacturing
process are properly developed together, a
quality product can be built and statistical
process control utilized rather than 100%
inspection.
If design, fabrication, and operational
processes for space hardware are put together
using the following suggestion (e.g., launch
vehicle), the. results could possibly be a system
with lower costs and greater reliability than
any existing element of space hardware. The
development team must establish an approach
for the concurrent engineering of the element
that will assure, to the maximum extent
possible, a producible and reliable design.
Before the hardware design of the element is
started, an extensive analysis should be
conducted of the functional operation of the total
system to determine the design limits that must
be placed upon all the critical subsystems./
components to assure acceptable system
funclionality.
This effort first requires a functional
flow analysis of all the subsystems thai make up
the total system. This analysis should flow the
operational requirements down to the major
component or Line Replaceable Unit (LRU)
level. Next a consistent computerized systems
simulation model should be developed and
utilized to apply Taguchi's techniques to
establish acceptable operational limits on the
subsystems down to the same LRU level.
When these limits are known and an
assessment of the operational environment has
been made, concurrent engineering design
studies for the LRU's can begin. These studies
musl include co_siderat_ons for all elements of
the launch system's t_te cyc!e. The prod,_ct and
process designs must result in LRU's that can be
repeatedly built and operated reliably within
the specification limits and with the only
inspection being to assure that there is no
human error in putting them together. The
Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) of the
LRU's must be high enough that operational
testing is not required to assure systems
reliability.
A suggestion to minimize long term
operating costs was to consider the impact and
influence of logistics requirements on the
system design early in the design phase of a
program. The "blind spot" associated with
inadequate front end analysis of logistics
requirements results in an incomplete con-
current engineering process. The Department
of Defense (DOD) major systems managers
demand logistics assessments as a part of the
concurrent engineering process, knowing the
impact on long term operating costs. One
obstacle encountered in implementing this
suggestion was that funding constraints
continued to reduce or cancel the logistics
engineering analysis tasks.
It would greatly improve the implemen-
tation of the NASA management information data
system if there was compatibility of computer
hardware and software between NASA Centers.
There could be an imposed standard of hard-
ware/software requirements so that NASA
computer systems can be compatible. The
computers would be better utilized if there
were more commonality.
An understanding of the division of
authority between NASA Centers is often not
clear. Multiple Center roles and responsi.
bilities need to be complementary rather than
overlapping. Standardization of business
practices between Centers would greatly
improve the efficiciency of doing business.
Paperwork is sometimes required _ one Center
for another Center that, in turn, actually
demands something different.
Another area for improvement is when
Level Ir wants all changes coordinated with the
element for feasibility of concept approval
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belorea Level II ProgramChange!dent,ficafion
Number(PCIN) is processed. The Levei Ill
projects do not appear 1o want to hsten to
_mprovementsor changes that are not within
their current funding structure. After the
PCtNswere processed, Level Ii had to d_rect
LevelIII to assessthe changes,whichtookover
a year to complete. Time is cosily. To reduce
the time,one suggestionmightbe for Level III
to consider sponsoring the change if they
become involved. II would also allow an
independentevaluationof theelementdata.
Use the major prime contractoras the
integratingcontractor. Contractdesignthrough
launchwith no secondor third partiesinvolved
(e.g.,ShuttleProcessingContractor).
Within an organization, establish
separateworkcentersfocusingon one function
or product with all supportingelementsunder
the directionof the workcenter. Theremaybe
obstaclesto overcome when co-locating some of
the functional elements in the work centers due
to the perceplion of where their traditional
place is in the organization.
Procurement
The procurement processes are
fundamental to how a program succeeds. A
procurement approach is needed that; 1) is
applicable even with "international partners,"
(2) can get work going within a few months,
(3) expends only a small percentage of the
resources on the effort of the procurement
process itself, and (4) has a way to continue to
utilize the capability thai has been built-up
during a competition. The process needs to find
the best combination of capability, motivation,
and low cost, and also to leave the losing
competitors with somewhere to go and
something to do.
The procurement system needs to be
simplified and kept honest. One suggestion on
how to keep it honest was to establish a type of
referee system whereby all procurement
decisions are made by people who are precluded
from subsequent involvement with the
companies involved. The policy should be made
simpler with no contractor involvement in the
development of the statements of work. This
includes ,support contractors -- competitive
procurements should be fair to all.
The procurement "bo:lerplale" needs to
be streamlined. A large amount of effort ts
spent answering untailored specilicauo;;s. II
takes too long to get through all the steps to
receive approval on procurements, both initial
and modifications. Reduction in reporting
requirements would simplify and keep costs
down within the program. The Government
could take advantage of the contractors'
reporting systems to reduce or eliminate
specific government reports.
The NASA Research Announcement
(NRA) is a good approach for small studies and
is a step m the right direction for larger
contracts. The use of the NRA has resulted in
less than a 30-day turnaround of award from
proposal receipt from the contractor and
streamlined the process of getting the contrac-
tor on board earlier. Level of Effort (LOE)
contract types are good for increased flexibil-
ity. In all contracts, there needs to be an easier
change mechanism because it takes too long and
involves too many people.
J_w_e,.L_2.m_,__of new systems should not
be competitively priced. In fixed priced
developments, the contractor is forced to throw
out things that can be significant (e.g., testing).
The imposition of a Performance
Measurement System (PMS) on a one-of-a-
kind type of DDT&E program (e.g., SSF) is not
wise. PMS does well with a production program
and products that are well defined.
The cost of complicated procurement
regulations unnecessarily raises the costs of
launch services. Standardizing the planning
system to reduce acquisition complexity may
help keep the costs down. The current
acquisition process forces unrealistic cost
schedule submission. Suggested solutions to
improve the acquisition processes are to: (1)
develop new cost estimation methodologies, (2)
establish requirements early and conserva-
tively, then avoid changes; (3) utilize multi-
year authorizations and appropriations, (4)
allow more flexible/realistic contract type
selection, and (5) promote total quality
management (TQM) at all levels.
Incentives"for the contractors to meet or
exceed the program objectives would help keep
costslow. For example,RockwellInterp.at_o_ai
earned20% of everycollar it savedNASAon
buildingthe Endeavor.Incentivescouldinclude:
direct grants to develop new technologyfor
systems specifically directed toward saving
costs ratherthan increasingperformance;cash
incentivesto firms for reducingthe manufactur-
ing costs of specific items procured by the
Government; and encouragementof industrial
teaming arrangementsin focused technology
areas such as the NationalAerospacePlane
Materials Consortium. In addition, the U.S.
Governmentcould stimulatethe privatesector's
innovativecreativity by issuing a requestfor
proposalfor spacetransportationservices, and
having industry bid on the end product (e.g., 4
seats to/from SSF every 90 days). Such an
approach assumes minimum Government
oversight over the design and manufacturing
processes. It would also require the aerospace
community to assume much greater financial
risk than it has taken on in the past. In order to
offset that risk, the Government would likely
have to agree to a minimum purchase that would
allow the companies involved to earn a profit on
their investments.
Financial incenlives passed through to
the individuals working on a program would
increase enthusiasm and motivation for working
on the program. The individuals would be more
personally responsible for the quality of their
own efforts, and there would be less peer-
tolerance of poor performers, who would
otherwise dilute the financial incentives.
Personnel
The only suggestion that was received
explicitly regarding personnel was to oil-load
people supporting development programs when
the development is complete. This is an
ingredient of a successful low-cost, high
technology program, but should be coupled with
a plan to retain or otherwise utilize the people
within the company so that their expertise is
available "on-call" as required.
Policy/Procedures
Lack of programmatic stability results
in the wastage of resources to replan and in the
lOSS of credibility of current schedules (caused
by funding constraints, new requirements,
etc.). The program planning process, in
particular the cos; ar'd budgei estirnatJo_
processes, have a s;gniflcant influence on the
program's stability, and hence _tsoutcome. The
essential problem is that there is currently no
process which formally connects policy and the
budget. At the top level, there is a space
program policy. That policy should be broken
down into particular pieces of the space
program, and then further broken down into
Level 1 requirements. Eventually, the Level 1
requirements would get decomposed into lower
level derived or fmplemenling requirements.
The policy and top level requirements would tell
NASA what it has to do. On the other side, there
is the budget, which reflects the monetary
constraints on the job NASA has to do, as defined
by the policy and top level requirements.
The solution is to develop and implement
a process which links the budgets and the
requirements. The link is esDecially imDorlanl
very early in the life of a program, but is
required throughout.
NASA should start at the top: identify
and prioritize what it wants to accomplish;
what the "mission need" is; and what it would
cost. These must be in harmony before
proceeding further. Just as the generation
activity of the technical requirements is
recognized as being iterative, with the product
improving with the number of iterations, the
policy/requirements versus budget process
should also be iterated until the desired quality
of product and agreements are achieved.
The risk of not doing this is a vicious
cycle of undesirable events: (1) people in
control of Ihe budgets don't trust us; (2) those
who don't trust us tend to micro-manage us;
(3) as they get into micro-management, they
squeeze the resources or add their technical
requirements to replace those we didn't have or
didn't clearly enunciate; (4) as we get squeezed,
we tend to take what we can get, since we find it
difficult to stand fast to requirements which
weren't clearly enunciated or which had poorly-
or un-defined mission needs; (5) taking what
we can get, instead of what we should have
written down, further damages our credibility.
NASA needs to prove to the administra-
tion and to Congress that it can run multi-year
programs in a cost-effective manner, particu-
larly such programs as the Space Shutt!e which
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presentlyoperate at levels of more than four
billiondoJlarsperyear. OnceNASAhas reduced
thesecostsand demonstratedthis management
capabi!ity and before it inaugurates new
programs, it must make sure that it under-
standsthe toplevelneeds,and thatba_ers are
availableto support them with cash. Other-
wise, these programswill be prey to multiple
analysesand externalmicro-management.
While concept definition is fun for the
participants,usually not enoughwork is done
on accurateprogramplanningandcosting which
should include supportability and even
phaseout. Structured, recognizable, processes
should be established which are consistent
across the NASA and engineering contractor
community.
It is felt that any program development
can be accomplished in 3 to 4 years once
uncertainties are-resolved. The government
should allow for more flexible contractual
arrangements (less rigorous procedures and
documentation). It was also recommended that
the quantity of pre-phase A and B contractors
be minimized.
Contractors complain that the cost of
continued excessive government oversight and
complicated procurement regulations unneces-
sarily raises the costs of launch services
and/or programs. In the commercial sector,
products or services are procured by the
customer. The oversight in the production of
those products or services is held to a mini-
mum. In government contracting, the contrac-
tor engineering force is unnecessarily
duplicated by the Government.
Purchasing launch services competi-
tively from private firms, rather than
managing launches from within NASA or the
armed services, might well save money. The
intent of purchasing launch services is to
remove the Government as much as possible
from setting detailed engineering specifications
for that launch system and to reduce the burden
of excessive oversight by Government mana-
gers. NASA could adopt the way the Federal
Aviation Agency (FAA) does business in that
they set the "airworthiness standards" and then
let the industry design, develop, and qualify
products td_ meet those standards while filling a
need.
In streamlin,ng the policy/procedure
processes, a commitment to totai quahty
management needs to be made. Some of the
suggestions for the policy to incorporate are:
(1) use statistical design and manufacturing
process development to produce parts within
the specification limits and to establish
expected failure rates/modes; (2) have a
"Design for Operations" philosophy in the front
end of a program that would reduce overall
acquisition and support costs; (3) minimize the
levels of approval required for simple changes;
(4) minimize formal contract deliverables;
(5) decrease the time of the evaluation/definiti-
zation cycles for change orders; (6) confine
review item discrepancies (RIDs} at prelimi-
nan/and critical design reviews to design topics --
not requirements -- and do not change them
between reviews; (7) automate the flight and
mission planning systems and standardize
vehicle loads to specific weights and centers-of-
mass, which would save large amounts of
manpower intensive planning; (8} establish
documentation structures which accommodate
the total program requirements definition.
NASA is perceived to hold too much work
in-house. It appears that they prefer to do the
conceptual and preliminary design work
themselves, competing with the contractors for
business. In this process, they change system
requirements, the program objectives become
cloudy, and the program frequently loses
support. If the NASA Center's mission is to be
the design center, then it should perform the
design function and contract only for manu-
facturing, assembly, and testing where there is
no in-house capability to accomplish these
functions. The alternative is for NASA to hand
the contractor a set of requirements and to
allow it to design and provide a system that
satisfies those requirements.
Low cost innovation can be encouraged
by providing contractors with an incentive and
giving them the autonomy to implement changes
without a lot of red tape. By providing
incentives to change, a culture of constant
improvement can be created. The Government
should consider technology transfer to the ones
developing the product and providing more of
the technology work effort. They should also
insure that the technology is proven prior to
the end of the program.
ORIGINAL PAGE _5
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As manpower reductions on :,qe
contractor side take place as a resul_ ol
implementing new ways of doing business, _t rs
imperative that the Government reduce
personnel proportionally. This would maxirmze
the savings that result from such changes and
also help the contractors to see that their
efforts are matched and appreciated by their
partner, the Government, in pursuing space
goals. Positive accomplishments should be the
primary determinants of new business and
continued employment. If an area is cut, then
the government employment should go down at
least in proportion with the contractor's.
Government should consider entenng
into longer-term commitments with supphers
to purchase larger lot sizes. That could reduce
the component unit cost substantially, which
would directly benefit the competitive position
and increase s_iles and profitability for the
supplier, It would require some risk on either
the prime contractor or the government. The
Government would have to commit future budgel
funds which would reduce their budget
flexibility. The contractor would have to take
title to unsold goods with the expectalion of
adding value and reselling at a profit.
NASA programs need to have a multi-
tiered requirement system in order to unfold
successfully. Starting with an objective from
the President or upper management, each tier
needs to come up with appropriate require-
ments, working on down to the smallest
elements of the program. For example, a broad
brush objective may be a permanent base on the
moon, a goal set by upper management. This
implies requirements for a transportation
system, habitat, and other support elements. In
turn, these elements must be defined for the
number of people they transport or support on
the surface, resulting in further requirements
for lower tiers.
Such a functional decomposition has long
been employed by military programs, and could
be adopted more widely and consistently by
NASA. With the broad top-level requirements
determined, configuration control could be
employed early to make sure that concepts for
program elements address upper level
requirements Specificabons must r'ot dr,ft off.
once program elements sta_ to dr,f_ away trOm
the requirements, "You've lost lhe game." In
the case of the military, a new syslen'., User
Command wdl require a weapon system Io
counter a threat: the weapon system m_ghl be a
fighter aircraft to counter ground-based
weapons. The user group goes to the Systems
Command to establish the defimtion and
requirements for the weapon system, deter-
mining how it has to perform within a certain
envelope. Specifications are then based on
trades.
In the case of NASA development
programs, in the Phase A portion of a program,
contractors for one reason or another provide
upper level designs instead of requirements. In
the case of SSF, the requirements were set in
Phase A studies, but they were set too broadly,
or else disregarded to such a great degree that
the Phase A contributed little substance to
subsequent development of the project. When
requirements for micro-"g" laboratory opera-
tions were imposed on the program, it was after
the Phase A studies were complete, and without
the needed configuration control. On the other
hand, in the case of Apollo, the successful
system engineering procedure was performed
rather than formally.
It has been difficult to integrate payload
or scientific requirements into the NASA
engineering process, often because a multi-
purpose vehicle attempts to integrate mutually
exclusive requirements and because managers
are not ready to say "no" to what users want.
Since requirements are the first
products in any potential program, and since
they are very important to the life of that
program, NASA should spend more quality effort
on this product. Ways to accomplish this are to
include certifying requirement writers before
they are allowed to write any and requirements
"stamping" for certification -- much akin to
the SR&QA stamps of approval -- to insure they
are true requirements and not "desirements".
There should be at least a center-wide, if not
agency-wide requirements tracking and control
"tool," and perhaps even a requirements
organization to insure uniformity of the
requirements within a program and across
programs. The technical organization within a
program should develop the parameters that
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r_eed to be controlled, and rationaie lor why
they need to be controlied, so lhat d_scussions
can be held involving all parties before actually
discussing any quantified parameters.
The Government should define what it
wants in a mission statement and establish the
requirements. All requirements must be
identified so that efforts are not wasted trying
to satisfy unidentified requirements. It should
let the contractor formulate the concepts and
designs that meet the requirements, while
providing the technology support required. The
Government should review the concepts and
designs (validating them against the require-
ments), advise, approve, and let the contractor
implement the program. Once established,
requirements should be changed only when
absolutely necessary. All parties must stay
focused on the mission statement instead of
trying to meet excessive, sometimes conflict-
ing, utopian requirements.
There is still much to be done on this
topic. By the close of the study, the survey
responses will have been prioritized by the
manner in which they affect the way the new
manned transportation system will be initiated,
developed, and operated. Elements that have the
authority to make improvements in the way we
do business (e.g., NASA centers, NASA Head-
quarters, Congress, etc.) will be identified and
correlated with the required actions. A strategy
will be developed to attack the major barriers
to improvement and to implement the new ways
of doing business into the next manned
transportation system.
Solic}ts+[_Oq
The survey form used for the sohcda-
tion of inputs tn conjunction with th_s study _s
attached as Appendix A. Readers are encouraged
to submit additional inputs for consideration by
the team as it prepares the final study report.
"White space" within the form proper has been
somewhat compressed in order to stay within
the page limits for reproduction in this format.
so fee! free to use additional sheets if required.
Responses may be mailed to:
Bruce McCandless It
Mail Slop DC8001
Martin Marietta Astronautics Group
P. O. Box 179
Denver, CO 80201-0179
or FAX-ed to: (303) 971-5021. All inputs
must be received prior to June 1st, 1992, for
consideration.
"THE IMPACT OF NEW BUSINESS APPROACHES"
Task #4 of the
MANNED TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM STUDY
Contracts NAS-9-185xx {Point of Contact}
...70: Boeing {E. Wetzel: (206) 773-1048}
._71: General Dynamics {B. Emmet: (619) 547-3865}
...72: Lockheed {J. Kerwin: (713) 282-6204}
...73: Martin Marietta {B. McCandless: (303) 971-6308}
...74: McDonnell Douglas {D. Carey: (714) 896-3186}
...75: Rockwell {D. Blenhof: (310) 922-4918}
Sponsor: NASA Johnson Space Center {N. Lance: (713) 283-5508}
The MTS Study contract is being conducted by the New Initiatives Office of the
NASA Johnson Space Center with the six industry participants Indicated above. We are
looking for a list of key Impediments or new ways of doing business that you have
encountered o¢ are currently encountering in your experiences with Government
contracts. Your input(s) will be combined with similar comments from other programs
and functional areas across several contractors to focus efforts on how to Improve our
collective programmatic efficiency. A final NASA-Industry Team report, embodying the
results of this survey, will be prepared, presented st appropriate levels within the
NASA, and placed in the public domain.
Areas of Interest Include, but are not limited to, Organization, Management,
Operations, Procurement, Personnel, Policy/Procedures, and Funding/Budgetary topics.
Specific examples are useful for Improving the readability of the report, but we are
looking for broadly applicable material. Negative examples are acceptable, but the
emphasis Is on how to de more with what we have In the context of NASA-related
business. Anonymity of organizations will be maintained In the final report(s) If such a
desire Is Indicated above, but any information supplied will be available at the working
level to all MTS Study contractors and participating Government elements. Additional
pages may be added to this questionnaire at your discretion.
1. Please Identify the top three to five things that would (have) result(ed) In the
greatest Improvements In your way of doing business with the Government.
2. Your Company/Organization:
3. Program/Project/Functional Area:
4. Point(s) of Contact for further Info: Tel: ( )
5a. Is it O.K. to identify your Company? Yes/No 5b. - - your Program? Yes/No
6. Were you able to actually Implement the above Improvement(s)? What obstacles
were encountered? How were these overcome?
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7. What risks are involved Jn the foregoing? Do you have any suggestions for miti-
gation?
8. Can you quantify the savings/Eeve! of improvement?
9. Approximately how large (dollars, man-months, or peak number of personnel)
is/was your area of responsibility?
10. Was this a prime contract or a subcontracted effort?
other aerospace contractor?
Were you teamed with any
11. How would you assess the PLANNED schedule duration vs. the magnitude of the task
and the length of time ACTUALLY required?
12. Can you compare or contrast your way of doing business with the Government with
practices in the U.S. commercial or International sectors?
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • i • • • • • • • • • a
INTERVIEW/DISCUSSION POINTS
• What gives you the most "heartburn" In dealing with NASA?
Are documentation requirements:
Excessive?
Confllctlng?
Dupllcatlve?
Restrlctlng Innovetlon?
What can you say about procurement policies/regulations?
• How Is the Interface with your customer(s)?
Is your test program:
About right?
Duplicative as hardware progresses towards launch?
Still addressing obsolete requirements?
A greet burden to your program?
• Are there any personnel/human resources policies/practices that are causing you
difficulties?
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Dome Cities for Extreme Environments
Raymond S. Leonard I and Milton Schwartz 2
Abstract
Extreme environments whether they be the frigid nights of the poles, the burning sands of the desert or the
harsh environment of space pose interesting challenges to the Architect, the Engineer and the Constructor in
their efforts to create habitats for mankind. Current or modem approaches seem almost primitive in that they
seek minimums which confine and stifle the spirit rather than draw on technology and heritage to create
environments for the human spirit which will allow it to grow. This paper is a discussion of the potential of
separating some or all of the environmental protection functions from the structures providing privacy. The
result is a graded environment for human habitation.
On Earth the major issue is thermal management. For arctic like environments the issue is to minimize the
heat loss while p/'oviding an environment that not only maintains or merely sustains life but enriches. In the
desert regions of the world the issue to minimize heat gain while preserving water. In both cases the goal is
to create an oasis for human life. On Earth large domes offer a different approach. Large domes allow us to
provide a buffer between the offices, living areas and recreational areas of small communities and the extreme
envh-onments in which they are located.
In space the goals are to protect from radiation while providing an aesthetic living environment for long
duration missions, The need to provide both radiation protection and options for expansion of base facilities
led the authors to create an unique structural system which separates the radiation protection systems from
the pressure envelope of the habitats. The system uses cable networks in a tensioned structural system,
which supports the lunar regolith used for shielding above the facilities. The system is modular, easily
expandable and simple to construcL Additional innovations include the use of rock melting perpetrators for
piles and anchoring deadmen and various sized craters to provide side shielding. The reflective properties of
the fabric used in the membrane is utilized to provide diffuse illumination. The use of craters along with the
suspended shielding allows dome to be utilized in fashions similar to those proposed by various designers
unaware of the Moon's hostile radiation environment.
Additional topics addressed deal with construction techniques for large domes, i.e. on the order of 100's to
1000's of meters, thermal control, the integration of tertiary water treatment schemes with architectural
des!gn, human factors and its implications for the design of habitats for long term use in extreme
envtronments
1 President, Ad Astra, Ltd., Rt. 1, Box 92 LL, Santa Fe, NM 87501,
Tel (505) 455-3484 Fax (505) 662-0099
2 Principal, Milton Schwartz Architects, 236-A Tano Trail, Santa Fe, NM 87501,
Tel (505) 989-8250, Fax (505) 988-1681
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Note that the concepts of using tensioned structures for
creating a suspensed radiation shield and the use of rock
melting technology and microwaving regolith into
structural columns are consider innovative and have
been disclosed to Los Alamos National Laboratory per
consulting agreements for evaluation as to patentability.
Introduction
Extreme environments whether they be the frigid nights of the
poles, the burning sands of the desert or the harsh environment of
space pose interesting challenges to the Architect, the Engineer and
the Constructor in their efforts to create habitats for mankind. On
Earth the major issue is thermal management, and the current
approach is to confine mankind in boxes. Proposals for habitats in
space range from tubes and spheres to fanciful artist concepts of
large domes.
The challenge is to create or construct habitable environments
which speak to the human spirit as well as to the minimums needed
for survival. In the desert regions of the world the issue to minimize
heat gain while preserving water. In both cases the goal is to create
an oasis for human life. Malls, air bridges, and underground
shopping areas in northern cities point to potential design solutions
for Earth based habitats. Construction technology and economics
have to develop, hand in hand in order for domed habitats to become
a cost effective solution as well as aesthetic solution.
1 President, Ad Astra, Ltd., Rt. 1, Box 92 LL, Santa Fe, NM 87501,
Tel (505) 455-3484 Fax (505) 662-0099
2 Principal, Milton Schwartz Architects, 236-A Tano Trail, Santa Fe, NM 87501,
Tel (505) 989-8250, Fax (505) 988-1681
Ad Astra, Ltd. Milton Schwartz Architect 2,
For long duration missions or assignments to other planets the
minimum goals are to protect from radiation and provide a habitable
environment. If only minimums are to be meet and there will be no
permanent settlements then tubes and boxes are the most cost
effective. The Navy has shown that it is possible to keep over a
hundred and thirty men working effectively in a confined and
isolated tube, i.e. submarine, for up to ninety days. On the other
hand experience in the arctic oil fields has shown that for
assignments which approach being permanent more space and
amenities are needed.
For arctic commercial operations the current approach consists
of building large modules in the lower 48, shipping them to North
Slope Oil Fields and installing them. The environmental hazards are
cold and wind. Each structure wears a covering of thick insulation
and requires considerable energy to counter both the cold. An
alternative "approach would be to erect large domes with a double
skin for both strength and thermal insulation. The dome creates a
volume of still air which is slightly heated by heat escaping from the
structures enclosed within the volume of the dome. The inner
surface of the transparent panes are coated to reflect back the
infrared radiation being radiated by the buildings. Within the dome
there would be the normal structures and landscaping. Waste heat
from refrigerators, cooking, and normal activities would be rejected
to the dome's interior atmosphere. The advantages are the creation
of open space where people can walk without fear of the arctic
winter winds and the energy savings which comes from not having
to heat the buildings inside the dome against the wind.
While domed cities in the arctic attempt to keep the heat in, the
equivalent of the lunar night, the desert environment imposes the
design requirement is to minimize thermal gain, the equivalent of
the lunar day, and water loss. In this case the outer layer of
transparent panels are coated to reflect both UV and IR radiation
thus minimizing the heat gain. On the north side of the dome the
shaded radiators reject the heat load from the human activities
inside the dome. Part of the tertiary water treatment system would
be to run the water through irrigation channels or artificial stream
beds inside the dome. This would help humidify the air and provide
a pleasing background. This approach would emulate traditional
practices of people living in oasis in the Sahara.
rewsion: 2/9/92
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In the Sahara water is collected from the aquifers by long tunnels
known as foggaras. The collected water runs through irrigation
channels to the date palms. Close to the source the people draw
their drinking water and in the village they add sewage or nutrients
to the stream. Although the wr, ter is put to multiple uses it is in the
end still lost.
Biosphere 2 is an experiment to see if a natural closed loop
system can be created. It is ambitious and may or may succeed.
Domed villages in the desert don't have to be as ambitious. They
can allow for air exchange and if they minimize water lost they have
gained a significant economic advantage.
Tertiary water treatment developed by civil engineers and
filtration systems being developed for space exploration will allow
use to create gardens in the desert complete with water falls and
gardens. -In the case of the semi-closed environment of the dome
the water would be re-cycled. Some treated and some captured
from the air after it had been transpired by the plants inside the
dome.
Ignoring the question of economics of large domes, which is not
unreasonable given the reasoning city governments use to justify
domed sports stadiums, the next major question is constructibility.
The proposed approach is to use a series of tower cranes, which
after construction form the cores of high rise buildings and
communication towers which penetrate the skin of the dome. The
towers can also be used to support helipads, viewing rooms and
other functions. Figure 1 shows a spherical type dome. The type of
dome chosen will depend in part on whether the desire is to cover
acreage or to provide vertical space for aesthetic purposes.
revision: 2/9/92
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Design Considerations for Terrestrial Domes
The large spans and the need for thermal management lead the
authors to a double skin or a layered approach. For the desert
habitat the outer skin would be composed of a combination of
opaque panels of solar cells and transparent panels treated with
films to reject infrared radiation. The secondary skin would be
composed of transparent panels coated with films to filter more of
the thermal radiation. Consequently the amount of thermal gain or
lost experience by the atmosphere and structures inside the dome
would be controlled.
Design Considerations for Lunar Systems
Having looked at two extreme environments on Earth we
considered the problem of creating livable space on the Moon. The
basic or major factors in the design environment are: vacuum,
thermal cycling and radiation. The basic concepts, which have been
suggested for lunar structures, are shown in the next set of figures.
They range from tubes on the ground to sand bagged spheres.
Our first thought was to incorporate the required radiation
protection into the envelope of each structure within the dome. In
this case the residents would have windows three feet think for
radiation shielding and could look out on gardens and open spaces.
In some cases they might even be able to walk around outside if the
solar radiation levels were low.
We considered putting the necessary shielding on the dome itself
but this greatly increased both the strength needed in the structural
system and the construction complexity. Constructibility is a
concept often overlooked by many designers who extrapolate
designs that are workable in a highly industrialized society to either
developing countries or the lunar surface.
At this point one of the authors, Milton Schwartz, combined our
layered approach with both cable roofing systems and the use of
small craters. The resulting concept is one where a cable network
roofing system is used to create a suspend radiation- shield.
Underneath the shield the construction camp can gradually be
expanded until the construction expertise and resources are
available to enclose the individual habitats in a dome.
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The system is adaptable to both the lunar plain and to covering
craters. In the latter case the crater walls provide the necessary side
shielding. The approach is feasible because while weight changes
with gravity the strength of materials doesn't. In addition we don't
have wind loads to worry about on the moon. This sort of structure,
tensioned cables, has been used around the world in applications as
varied as sports arenas and in Saudi Arabia.
revision: 2/9/92
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Tension Structures
Tensioned structures are load adaptive in that the structural
system changes shape to accommodate changes in load rather than
increase stress levels (Leonard, 1988). They transmit their loads to
the support system though tensile stresses. Quoting further from
Leonard, 1988, tension systems can be comprised of membranes,
cables or combinations of both.
Tensioned structures can be grouped into two broad categories:
uniaxially stressed cable systems and bia×ially stressed systems such
as membranes and nets. Suspension bridges such as the Golden
Gate Bridge are an example of the first type.
There are four major categories of cable structures, Leonard,
1988:
1. Single cable systems such as guy lines for towers or
tents.
2. Cable trusses, e.g. cable stayed bridges and double layer
cable supported roofs.
3. Cable nets which are multiply connected in a curved
surface and loaded normal to the surface, e.g. hanging
roofs
4. Cable networks forming a three-dimensional framework.
There are also four major categories of membrane structures,
Leonard, 1988:
1. Air-supported structures where an enclosing membrane
is supported by a small differential pressure..
2. Inflated structures which use highly pressurized tubes or
dual walled mats as structural members.
3. Prestressed membranes where fabric is stretched over
rigid frameworks to form diaphragms such as tents,
masted roofs.
4. Hybird systems in which membrane panels span between
primary load carrying members such as prestressed
cables.
rews_on: 2/9/g2 290
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Why consider tension structures? The following reasons where
given the 1979 ASCE special publication on Air-Supported
Structures:
1. They are lightweight, collapsible and easy to transport.
2. They can be prefabricated in a factory.
3. They have low installation costs (low labor component)
4. The environmental loads are carried by direct stress
without bending.
5. For air supported structures the primary load carrying
mechanism is the habitable enviroment itself..
Hybird tension structures could be used as initial shelters in
hostile environments, Leonard, 1988. A double wall system could
first be inflated with air and later the wall foamed with a hydrated
boron compound which would absorb the secondary thermal
neutrons produced from the collision, i.e. stopping, of high energy
particles with the primary radiation shield.
revision: 2/9/92
Ad Astra, Ltd. Milton Schwartz Architect !
Dead Loads and Radiation
The radiation environment drives the loading condition.
Discussions with radiation transport specialists (MacFarlane, 1991)
indicated the need for a shielding thickness of between two and
three meters. One meter is often sufficient to stop the primary
radiation. However the stopping of the primary radiation results in
the production of secondary neutrons which require the extra
thickness in order to attenuate them. Otherwise the thin shield
actually becomes a radiation generator radiating neutrons at an
energy level which is fairly harmful to humans.
Discussions with George Augenpaugh of SST-8, Space Physics,
indicates that an astronaut on the surface of the Moon would be in a
radiation field equivalent to that of free space due to the production
of secondary neutrons and their refelction or bouncing upward
from the luanr surface. These findings are preliminary and based on
3-D radiation transport codes as opposed to the standard one
dimensional codes used in most studies to date. Once the
calculations are checked a peer reviewed publication will be issued
which can be cited.
revision: 2/9/92
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Description of Concept
The basic system is simply a network of cables with a membrane
laid over the interconnected cables. If the system is to be erected
on a plain a series of pylons have to placed along with deadmen for
anchoring the cable ends.. If the system is to br placed over a crater
which is deep enough then only the anchors for the cable ends have
to be placed. Depending on the spans a three-dimensional system
may be needed. The tension structural system proposed can take on
a number of different shapes. The system can be rectangular and
expandable or it can be designed to take advantage of a small crater.
The advantages besides those listed above are:
1. An attenuated radiation field under the structure, which
can be handled by light weight, high hydrogen content
insulating materials.
2. Controlled thermal environment, i.e. a constant, known
environment as opposed to the large thermal swings
between the lunar day and night.
3. Large open spaces for base expansion without the need to
move shielding material around whenever an expansion or
facility repair is needed.
revision: 2/9/92
Ad Astra, Ltd. Milton Schwartz Architect
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Materials of Construction
The basic materials used are cables, membranes, columns or
poles and lunar regolith.
Weight considerations rule out steel cables. That leaves kevlar
and some sort of fiberglass. For terrestrial applications there are
many other choices. One long range possibility is to fabricate ultra
high strength glass fibers from lunar resources. Jim Blacic of Los
Alamos has been working on producing and testing glass fibers in an
anhydrous environment. Steve Howe, also of Los Alamos, suggested
coating the fibers with titanium obtained from processing lunar
soils.
Membrane materials will probably be limited to kelvar, fiberglass
or beta cloth. The fabric should have a fairly high resistance to
accidental damage. It should be easily seamed or jointed.
For the pylons and deadmen we propose to adopt rock melting
technology developed at Los Alamos. This is the expensive part of
the system since because you leave the tip in place it is a
consumable. Most of the pylon would be aluminum with only the
tip made out of more exotic materials. An alternative would be to
use a thin wall fiberglass cylinder which after it was placed could be
filled with regolith. The regolith would be sintered into a solid mass
using a variable frequency microwave generator. This would
minimize the amount of mass that had to be landed.
The tip of the pile (pylon) would contain a melting system which
could be either electrically driven or heated through the use of heat
pipes driven by concentrated sunlight.
revisron: 2/9/92 294
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Rock Melting Technology
There are uncertainties associated with how well mechanical
systems will hold up under the combination of heavy useage and
hostile environment of lunar construction work. In looking for
alternatives we re-evaluated the work done at Los Alamos National
Laboratory in the area of rock melting penetrators for geological
work. The next set of figures, taken from Los Alamos publications,
describe some of the designs that were developed in the early 70's
The work was conceptually scaled up for use in creating subway
tunnels.
For our work we would look at modifying an extruding penetrator
such that a solid core was left. This would be similar to the coring
with consolidation penetrator shown in the figures. Our initial
thoughts are to abandon the tip in place in order to simplify
construction operations. However a trade off study of weight vs
complexity of operations needs to be made since the penetrators are
very heavy.
For anchoring the cables we envision using the penetrators to
melt a chamber or cavity into which the anchorage could be placed.
Then using a solar concentrator lunar fines could be quickly melted
and casted around the baseplates. An alternative woud be to use
sulfur concrete made for lunar resources.
revision: 219192 302
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CENTER FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION
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GERALD G. LEIGH, PHD
New Mexico Engineering Research Institute
University of New Mexico
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As the Lead Agency for
The CETEC _velopment Team
A5
CENTER FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION
(CETEC)
The urge for humans to return to and explore beyond the moon appears to be
increasing, both throughout our country and around the world. On 20 July 1989, the
twentieth anniversary of man's first visit to the moon, President Bush announced the
national Space Exploration Initiative (SEI), which calls for the construction of a
manned orbital space station, the establishment of a lunar base of operations, and the
manned exploration of Mars (by 2019). Japan has placed a satellite in orbit around
the moon and declared its intention to be involved in efforts to colonize the moon.
National defense has diminished as the primary national priority and the manned
exploration of space is emerging as a new national imperative.
The establishment of an extended manned presence on the moon will require the
development and application of many new enabling technologies that are not available
today. Instead of predominantly aeronautical related technologies used in orbital
space, great emphasis must be placed on the research, development, testing, and
evaluation of technologies for construction, mining, and chemical processing of lunar
materials to form habitats and provide resources for sustaining human life. As needed
processes are identified and associated equipment and procedures are developed, it
will be necessary to operate and test both equipment and procedures here on earth
in a realistically simulated lunar environment. A large test facility where prototype
equipment can be subjected to the harsh environments of vacuum, lunar soil, dust,
extreme heating and cooling, and partial gravity is needed within the next five years,
if currently projected schedules for space exploration are to be achieved.
A group of knowledgeable scientists and engineers in New Mexico has recognized the
need for such a testing capability and has proposed a project to develop an
extraterrestrial surface simulation facility. A group of universities, national
laboratories, and private industrial firms is proposing to establish a Center for
Extraterrestrial Engineering and Construction (CETEC) and to develop large
extraterrestrial surface simulation facilities in which this needed testing can be
realistically performed.
The Center for Extraterrestrial Engineering and Construction is envisioned to be both
a center of knowledge and data regarding engineering, construction, mining, and
material process operations on extraterrestrial bodies and a set of extraterrestrial
surface simulation facilities. The primary CETEC facility is proposed to be a large
domed building made of steel reinforced concrete with more than one acre of test
floor area covered with several feet of simulated lunar soil and dust. The entire
building would be pumped down to partial vacuum (10 -4 tO 10 -6 Torr) to provide a
realistic simulation environment. Extreme heating, cryogenic cooling, and partial
gravity suspension systems would be included in the facility to further enhance
simulation fidelity. Large steel cylindrical tanks could be placed inside the vacuum
facility and repressurized to atmospheric pressure to simulate habitat, workshop, and
304
laboratory modules transported to the moon. Life support systems and elaborate
safety orocedures would be employed to permit researchers and test operations
personnel to work safely inside the simulation facility. A lobby around the perimeter
of the facility would permit tourists and other observers to look in through view-ports
and observe test operations in the simulated extraterrestrial environment.
The development team proposing the CETEC includes the University of New Mexico
(UNM), Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), the BDM Corporation, Ad Astra
Corporation, and several large private engineering and construction firms. The CETEC
is planned to be located in Albuquerque, New Mexico, on land provided by the
University of New Mexico. The large simulation test facility is expected to cost
between $35M and $50M to construct. The entire CETEC development project could
be completed in five years, once funding is approved.
CETEC
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Rating:
agore
20 deg
(18 gores)
24 deg
(15 gores)
30 deg
(12 gores)
(3 cyl.
segments)
(3 cyl.
segment=
30 deg
(12 gores)
20 deg
(18 gores)
(3cyl.
segments )
24 deg
(15 gores)
(3 cyl.
segments 1
30 deg
(12 gores)
(3 cyl.
segments)
flconic
17 deg
(2caps)
20 deg
(2 caps)
25 deg
(2 caps)
24 deg
(2 caps)
(I0 domes)
18 deg
(2 caps)
(16 domes
24 deg
(2 caps)
(4 domes)
17 deg
(2caps)
20 deg
(2caps)
25 deg
(2 caps)
= Configuration No. 4
2 = Configuration No. 3
3 = Configuration No. 6
Wrinkling
Coefficient
i.05
1.52
2.35
2.25
1.26
2.35
1.05
1.52
2.35
Seam
Length
(m.)
12,390
I0,305
8,256
7,806
9, 610
8,524
12,410
I0,857
9,348
No. of No. of
Fasteners Blankets
2,052 SO
1,775 68
1,349 56
1,296 60 16
1,600 84 2 0
1,418 72 12
2,060 164 12
1,810 140 12
1,560 116 12
Blanket
Shapes
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ABSTRACT
Design and construction of a
structure on the Moon requires
addressing a host of issues not
encountered on Earth. A modular
quilted inflatable structure
consisting of thin membranes of
composite material integrated with
supporting columns and arches is
proposed. _n initial linear analysis
of the proposed structure is briefly
reviewed. The actual response of an
inflatable membrane is nonlinear and,
hence, a nonlinear numerical analysis
for the stresses and displacements
was undertaken. Initial results
clearly indicate that an inflatable
structure is a feasible concept and
is ideally suited for a lunar
structure.
INTRODUCTION
A human-tended outpost on the Moon
that will evolve into a functional
base is a crucial stepping stone in
the expansion of humanity into space.
A lunar base is one of the prime
missions of the Space Program and has
been proposed in numerous studies in
"Assistant Professor of Structural Engineering and
Assistant Director for Engineering. CEISS,
Department of Civil Engineering; M_mber AIAA.
**Professor of Space Engineering and Director,
CEISS, ibid. I; Associate Fellow AIAA.
tNASA Graduate Student Fellow and GRA, ibid. I.
Copyright © 1992 by the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. All rights
reserved.
recent years. The establishment of
human-tended base on the Moon w_
recommended by the Nation_
Comdnission on Space report I as
national mission, by the Ride repor
as one of the four initiatives need(
to ensure U.S. leadership in space !
the 21st century, and in the stu_i(
of the NASA Office of Exploration °
the case study for human explorati(
of space. On July 20, 1989, tl
20th anniversary of the first hum_
landing on the Moon (Apollo Ill
President Bush called for a permaneJ
human return to the Moon before 201
to be followed by a manned mission I
Mars. The long-term plan for hum(
expansion into space and tl
establishment of a lunar base wl
studied by the NASA 90-Day Report
and further recommended by t)
Augustine Report. _ The Staffol
Report ° recommends four spa(
architectures, all of which inclu(
different levels of lunar ba:
development.
The establishment, constructi(
and existence of a lunar base al
contingent upon the development of
structure capable of accommodating
Iunar habi tat, i.e., a Lun_
Engineered Closed, Controlled Ec(
System (L-ECCES) ." An L-ECCI
consists of human, plant and anim_
modules and associated scientifi(
manufacturing and mining modules.
The design of a lunar structuy
requires addressing a host of issu(
that are not encountered on Earth. A
structure on the Moon must meet both
the harsh and benign lunar
environmental conditions, and as a
result, unconventional structural
concepts must be explored. The
primary lunar environmental
conditions to be considered for a
structure include: (I) an atmosphere
that is essentially a vacuum; (2) no
weather conditions; (3) gravity of
I/6 g; (4) surface temperature
variations that range from a minimum
of -173 deg C (-27g deg F) during the
lunar night to a maximum of 127 deg C
(261 deg F) during lunar day 8 which
results in a 300 deg C (540 deg F)
temperature variation; (5) harmful
solar flare protons and galactic
cosmic radiation such as HZE
particles (high charge-Z and high
energy-E particles); (6) meteorite
and micrometeorite impact; (7)
minimal seismic activity; and (8)
specific regolith (lunar soil)
properties at the selected structure
site.
The loads applied on the
inflatable structure membrane
consists of: (I) the internal
pressure, selected to be 69 kPa (I0
psi) which corresponds to an
elevation of about 3050 m (I0000 ft)
on Earth; (2) the dead load (gravity
load) induced by the structure's
material weight; (3) the gravity load
of a layer of regolith of about 3.3 m
(I0 ft) for radiation and
micrometeorites shielding 9 which
amounts to a load of 7.9 kPa (1.15
psi); and (4) the thermal stresses
caused by the lunar temperature
variations.
Light transportation weight,
expandability, small stowage volume,
flexibility, low volume to usable
floor area ratio, modularity,
durability, safety, reliability, and
short construction time with minimal
extravehicular activity are issues to
be considered in the design and
construction of a lunar structure.
Constraints on the cost of
transportation, materials,
construction time, construction
equipment, and architectural
requirements must be incorporated in
the design and construction
processes.
Inflatable structures are ideally
suited for a L-ECCES in view of their
features. The primary loading on the
membranes of an inflatable structure
in the lunar environment is the
internal pressure which, if designed
correctly, will induce only tensile
stresses. These stresses make the
most efficient use of material
strength since there are no stability
problems associated with tension.
Membrane materials typically are of
low density and flexible, and
therefore, transportation costs,
construction time and the amount of
equipment required are reduced
compared with traditional Earth-bound
construction materials (e.g.,
concrete, metals and wood). In
addition, the structure can be tested
for constructability and pressure
containment on Earth prior to the
actual construction on the Moon.
LINEAR ANALYSIS
A concept for inflatable
structures in a lunar habitat was
initially proposed by Vanderbilt,
Criswell and Sadeh Iv and was further
refined by Nowak, Criswell and
Sadeh. 11 This concept is based on a
structure comprised of identical
inflatable modules. Each module
consists of the following structural
components: (1) four external wall
membranes; (2) a roof and a floor
membrane; (3) Four inflatable col_:mns
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with footings; and (4) four rigid
arches. A sketch of this inflatable
structure is shown in Fig. I, and a
photograph of a model, built to a
scale of 1:80, is given in Fig. 2. A
3.3 m (10.0 ft) thick layer cover of
regolith primarily for radiation
shielding, and also for meteorite and
thermal protection, 9 is shown in both
figures.
The size of the basic module was
determined based on the size of a
typical office and\or living room in
terrestrial structures. A spacing of
6.1 x 6.1 x 3.0 m (20 x 20 x 10 ft; l
x w x h), was selected. A radius of
curvature of the roof membrane of 6.1
m (20.0 ft) was chosen based on a
compromise between reducing wasted
internal volume (a low radius) and
lowering the induced stresses (a
higher radius). Attributes of this
modular approach include modularity,
a minimal number of structural
components to facilitate
manufacturing, expandability through
any of the exterior wall membranes,
the ability to isolate a pressure
loss with interior pressure resistant
partitions, and a low volume to
usable floor space ratio.
Rigid arches are integrated with
the roof membranes to stabilize the
structure, limit the roof
deformations, and support the gravity
loads when there is a loss of
internal pressure. This is necessary
since the internal pressure supports
the inflated structure. One concept
for rigidizing the arches is to fill
them with a structural foam that
remains flexible until the foam is
vented to a vacuum. Once the foam is
subjected to the vacuum it becomes
rigid. This concept was developed,by
the Goodyear Aerospace Corporation in
the IgT0's with promising results. 12
The membrane material in the
columns holds the roof down and acts
in tension when the structure is
pressurized. If there is a pressure
loss, the columns would support the
rigid arches and act in compression.
The compressive capacity of the
columns is provided by pressurizing
them.
Kevlar 49, a material widely used
in space applications, which can be
woven into a membrane with a tensile
strength of 690 MPa (100 ksi), was
chosen as the membrane material for
the case study. Calculations for the
stresses in the roof and column
membranes were conducted based upon
the linear elastic response of a
pressurized sphere and cylinder,
respectively. II Thicknesses of 0.3
nwn (0.012 in) for the roof membrane
and 1.94 mm (0.076 in) for the column
membrane, based on a 6] cm (24 in)
diameter, were found to be
structurally adequate. Closed form
solutions for the stresses in the
wall membranes and rigid arches From
a linear analysis have not been
developed yet.
Based upon the results of the
linear analysis, inflatable
structures offer an efficient,
practical and economic solution for a
lunar structure. The next step is to
conduct a nonlinear analysis of the
entire module in order to check,
verify and refine the linear results
and modify the structure if
necessary.
NONLINEAR ANAI.,Y$IS
Membranes are made from thin
sheets of materials that are formed
into the desired geometry of the
structure. They can only transmit
loads through the plane of the
material. Any strength through
transverse bending and shear is
negligible. The structural behavior
of membranes is governed by a set of
homogeneous coupled fourth order
nonlinear partial differential
equations with constant
coefficients. 13 In order to perform
a structural analysis for the actual
stresses and deformations induced by
the loads, these equations must be
solved. Very few closed form
solutions exist for the response of
membrane structures due to their
nonlinear behavior. Numerical
solution techniques are employed to
overcome this. difficulty. It is
important to note that the solutions
for the deformations and stresses are
nonlinear even if the material
remains linear and elastic under the
applied loads.
To perform a numerical nonlinear
analysis of membrane structures, two
approaches that involve specifying
the geometry of the structure are
possible. The first approach is to
describe the initial or unstressed
geometry and then to proceed with the
analysis. A second approach is to
define the final or stressed geometry
before conducting the analysis. The
first approach requires incremental
or iterative nonlinear solution
techniques to solve for the
deformations and stresses, and is
desirable from a fabrication view
point. In the second approach, the
initial shape for fabrication is
found from the analysis, but may be
impractical to Fabricate.
Consequently, the first approach is
applied since the fabrication of the
module is simplified.
SOLUTION TECHNIOUE
The Finite Element Method (FEM)
was chosen as the numerical technique
to perform the nonlinear structural
analysis. This method was selected
since it is widely utilized in most
of the recent advances in nonlinear
structural analysis. This method
requires the geometry of the
discretized structure to be input. A
finite element software package that
has the capability of analyzing
nonlinear membrane structures was
used.
Results from a structural analysis
are only as accurate as the
description of the initial membrane
shape since errors accumulate during
the incremental solution techniques.
In order to obtain accurate results,
a computer program was written to
generate the geometries of the
structure. This program (GEOMM)
computes the locations of specified
points on the surface of the
structure that are required in the
FEM. The code was written so that a
wide variety of structural shapes and
finite element meshes can be
generated for immediate input into
the software package.
An analysis was performed on a
module that is located at an external
corner of the structure. This
selection was made since there would
be no "balancing" of the stresses and
deformations by an adjacent module,
as occurs in an internal module. One
fourth of a module was analyzed due
to its symmetry. The rigid arch was
modeled with the structural
properties of balsa wood since this
material is lightweight yet strong,
the properties required of the actual
structural foam. The finite element
mesh of the module is shown as dashed
lines in Fig. 3.
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RESULTS
Input for the nonlinear structural
analysis consisted of the same
loadings, geometries, material
properties and strengths used in the
linear analysis. The same material
found to be adequate for the roof
membrane from the linear analysis was
used as a starting point for the
roof, floor and wall membranes. Data
for all of the component geometries
were generated using the GEOMM code.
The initial nonlinear analysis
resulted in maximum tensile stresses
in the roof membrane within 20% of
those in the linear analysis.
Variations of stresses throughout the
entire roof membrane were obtained.
These stresses can not be found from
a linear analysis. Areas of
compressive stresses occurred at two
locations within the roof membrane.
Since membranes cannot resist
compressive stresses, "wrinkles"
developed at these sites. To
eliminate this problem, the initial
geometry of the roof membrane was
varied so that the material is
stiffened and more tensile stresses
are developed at these locations.
The results of the nonlinear analysis
revealed that the thickness of the
roof membranes was adequate.
Contour plots of the von Mises
stresses in the roof membrane are
shown in Fig. 4. Stresses in the roof
membrane reached a maximum value of
580 MPa (84 ksi; 84% of the yield
stress) at the center. At the
corners of the roof membrane the
material is isolated by the
intersecting arches and the stresses
are reduced. This situation is
advaDtageous since the connection
detailing there is complicated if
high stresses exist.
Other problems were revealed witF
the original structural concept. One
was at the location of th_
intersection of the floor an_
external membranes. Results
indicated that there are large stress
concentration there. To alleviate
this problem, another rigid arch was
placed between the columns at the
floor level. This change aids in the
connection detailing at the
intersection of different membranes.
The rigid arches were modeled with
a diameter of 46 cm (18 in) with
so]id finite elements. Results
indicates no stress concentrations
and a maximum tensile stress of 10.4
MPa (1.5 ksi). This stress is less
than the strength of balsa wood of 21
MPa (4.0 ksi). Compressive stresses
were 9.5 MPa (1.4 ksi) also withir
the strength limitations.
Results of the analysis for the
columns, which were modeled as
pressurized tubes, revealed localized
stresses and deformations. The
concentrations are caused by the
membrane forces induced by the two
external wall membranes acting on the
column material. This problem was
anticipated but can not be found from
the linear analysis. Based on these
results, the columns were modeled
with the same properties as the
arches since the solid arches reveal
no localized stresses or
deformations. The nonlinear analysis
of the columns revealed that a
diameter of 46 cm (18 in) was
adequate and yielded a maximum
tensile stress of 1.1 MPa (0.2 ksi)
and a maximum compressive stress of
4.4 MPa (0.7 ksi). These stresses
were caused by bending in the columns
from the wall membrane loadings. It
is important to note that these
compressive stresses are higher than
those that would occur in an interior
column and that stability is not an
issue.
The results for the stresses in
the wall membranerevealed that the
material was overstressed by 70%.
This resulted because the stresses
are not evenly distributed throughout
the wall membranesince it is not a
segment of a sphere. To eliminate
this overstressing, the material
thickness of the wall membranewas
increased to 0.6 mm (0.022 in).
Stress contours for the wall membrane
are shown in Fig. 5. These results
showin a maximumvon Mises stress of
621 MPa (go ksi; 90% of the yield
stress).
Displacement contours of the
entire module under the loadings of
the internal pressure and regolith
are shown as solid lines in Fig. 3.
These displacements are magnified by
a factor of 4 for clarity. The
maximumdisplacement occurs at the
center of the external wall membrane
of 12.7 cm (5.0 in) outward. A
displacement of 4.3 cm (].7 in)
upwardoccurred at the center of the
roof arch. The displacement at the
center of the roof arch is 1.8 cm
(0.7 in) downward. This was caused
by the external wall membranepulling
it down.
The results from the nonlinear
analysis reveal a different pattern
for the stresses and displacements in
the roof membranethan the linear
analysis. The magnitudes of the
maximumstresses are within 209;. The
resulting stresses and deformations
are within tolerable limits for
serviceability and strength
requirements. Results from this
nonlinear structural analysis reveal
that the proposed inflatable
structure is very Feasible For a
lunar base.
CONCLI,/SIONS
The use of an inflatable membrane
structure for a lunar base is
addressed. Initial calculations From
a linear analysis demonstrated that
the structure is feasible for a lunar
base. The actual behavior of
membrane structures is inherently
nonlinear. Results from a nonlinear
analysis reveal that the proposed
structure is feasible with some
modifications. Revisions from the
nonlinear analysis include: a thicker
wall membrane (0.6m m; 0.022 in); the
use of a solid column with a reduced
diameter of 46 cm (18 in); and, a 46
cm (]8 in) diameter arch. The
induced stresses and deformations
from the internal pressure load of 69
kPa (]0 psi) and the gravity load of
a 3.3 m (10 ft) layer of regolith
shielding are within acceptable
limits. Results from the nonlinear
analysis reinforce the initial
results of the linear analysis. Thus,
inflatable structures are ideally
suited for use in a lunar base
habitat.
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Fig. 1 Overall view of the inflatable structure including a cutaway.
Fig. 2 A physical model of the inflatable structure inc!uding a cutaway (scale 1:80).
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Fig. 3 Displaced shape of one-fourth of the module.
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Fig. 4 Stress contours of the roof membrane.
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ABSTRACT
The people of Earth will need more than 20,000 billion watts (GWe) of electric power by 2050 for
high level of prosperity. Power needs in the 22nd Century could exceed 100,000-GWe. By 2100 the
al quantity of thermal energy used could fully deplete the known inventory (107 GWt-Y) of all non-
lewable sources on Earth except for deuterium and hydrogen for use in proposed fusion reactors.
e Table summarizes the labor, capital, and mass of power plants required to produce 1 GWe-Y of
ergy from present-day power plants. Fossil and nuclear plants respectively consume 80 to 190 M$
d 12 to 48 MS of fuel per GWe-Y.
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The Lunar Power System (LPS) uses solar
power bases on the moon to beam electric power to
Earth (Criswell and Waldron 1990, 1991a, b). The
LPS in the figure supplies load-following power to
rectennas on Earth. Additional solar power
conversion units are located across the lunar limb
from their respective Earthward transmitting
stations. LPS can be augmented by mirrors in polar
orbit about the moon. The construction of
rectennas on Earth determines the base cost (0.00Is
$/kWe-H) of LPS power. Stafford (1991)
<20(Earth) 20 5,200 90 rectn
<1 (moon) 200 moon
Generation of 1 GWe-Y of Energy
recommends study of LPS.
SUNLIGHT MOONA manned International Lunar Base (ILB) can
celerate the development of LPS by providing the
ttial transportation and habitation facilities and base
erations. ILB can greatly reduce up front costs and
•ks by emplacing a moderate scale LPS (l-100 GWe).
LPS can accelerate the development of the ILB
providing greater funding than is reasonable to
peet for purely scientific research. An
ternational ILB/LPS program can foster world trust
d prosperity.
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A.b_tract
The people of Earth will need more than
20,000 billion watts (GWe) of electric power by
2050 for a high level of prosperity. Power needs
in the 22nd Century could exceed 100,000 GWe.
The Lunar Power System (LPS) can provide solar
electric power to Earth at less cost than
conventional terrestrial systems and with far less
environmental impact.
A manned International Lunar Base (ILB)
can accelerate development of LPS by:
, providing the initial" transportation and
habitation facilities that will greatly reduce up
front costs and risks;
• demonstrating the emplacement over a 5 to 10
year period of a moderate scale LPS (1-100 GWe);
• enabling early exploration of alternative LPS
designs, emplacement methods, maintenance, and
in-situ manufacturing of implementation
equipment.
LPS can support the establishment of an ILB
by:
• substantially increasing the net wealth of the
world and enabling general prosperity;
• providing wider support and greater funding of
operations beyond Earth than for purely
scientific research;
• accelerating the development of resources in
cis-lunar space and on the moon.
An international LPS program can foster
world trust that lunar resources are being
developed for the greatest good of mankind. The
costs of SPS and LPS are compared. The
organization of an international program for LPS
is outlined.
Need for Solar Electric Power From Space
Figure 1 displays the two extreme power
options for the world. The top curve depicts our
world as it is presently dependent on thermal
sources of power derived from the resources of
Earth (Edmonds and Reilly 1985, DoE 1991, Holdren
I990). Notice that the world has really just started
to make intensive use of its non-renewable
resources for thermal energy.
250,000
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Figure I. Growth of Global Power Systet_
Since the start of the industrial revolutio
total world use of industrial energy, primari
thermal, has grown at approximately 3.6 %1
In Figure 1 this rate of growth is assumed to
continue until the world per capita productic
power equals 10 kWt/person at the middle of
21st century. The 4 billion people of the
developing countries now use less than 0.7
kWt/person. Increasing per capita use of
is the driving function. Population growth i
secondary factor. The world population was
assumed to grow at 0.9%/Yr from 1900 to 195
Copyright © 1991 by Dr. D. R. Criswell. Published by the International Astronautical
Federation, with permission. _'i_
,4%/Yr afterwards.
By 2100 the total quantity of thermal energy
in this model will fully deplete the known
tory (107 GWt-Y_ of all non-renewable
es on Earth except for deuterium and
_gen for use in proposed fusion reactors.
"able I summarizes the labor, capital, and mass
ower plants required to produce 1 GWe-Y of
gy from present-day power plants (DeLaquill
1988; DoE 1980a; DoE 1980b; DoE 1988; Martin
:etta 1984). The terrestrial thermal solar
_r (TTSP) and terrestrial photovoltaic solar
_r (TPSP) systems are scaled up by a factor of
This simulates their use as providers of base
power rather than for power in only the
-noon and early evening.
In addition, to produce 1 GWe-Y of energy a
il fuel plant must burn approximately
3,000 tons of coal. This costs 80 to 190 MS. The
on plant must consume approximately 200
of yellow-cake at a cost of 12 to 48 MS.
tment of wastes from fossil and nuclear
++ms adds significantly to the fuel and capital
inputs include externally provided operating
energy such as the oil to power a coal train or the
energy to refine uranium ore into yellow-cake.
It includes the energy tapped from the primary
fuel to operate the plant and the energy inputs to
build the plant and its fuel gupply systems. "FI'SP,
TPSP, and LPS bring net new quality energy to
Earth. The larger the net energy ratio the more
energy one gets out of the system for the energy
necessary to build and maintain it. Fossil and
nuclear fission plants decrease the non-
renewable energy stores of Earth.
The bottom curve in Figure 1 provides the
functionally equivalent level of electric power to
the thermal energy of the top curve. If the
assumed population and energy utilization
scenarios continue as expected a transition from
terrestrial to space solar power must occur
between 2000 and 2050.
Lunar Power System
In 1989 a NASA ,_onsored task force concluded
that the moon has a vital role to play in supplying
_nses.
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_ower to Earth in the 21st century. A
commission of the Office of the
President of the United States has
recommended study of the use of lunar
resources to provide power to Earth
(Stafford 1991). One of the options
presented in both reports is the
establishment of solar power bases on
the moon to beam electric power to
Earth. Criswell and Waldron (1990,
1991a) originated the LPS concept.
These recent studies indicate that LPS
can supply all the electric power
It is unlikely that a terrestrial solar power
em (TPS) can be designed to be the major
_lier of power to Earth. On average a
ldwide TPS incorporating advanced
nology will provide to end users less than 20
per m2 of collector area. In addition,
ensive secondary facilities require storage of
;terminately immense quantities of energy
) - 1,000s GWe-Y) and the worldwide
stribution of that power. Table 1 does not
ude the costs of these major elements of a
_etary power system based on TTSP or TPSP
iswell 1991).
The Net Energy column refers to the lifetime
for the respective power plants. This is the
gral, over the life of the plant, of the annual
energy output divided by the sum of the
aal external energy inputs. The energy of
fossil or nuclear fuels is not included The
AND LPS (IAA-91-699)
needs of Earth by the year 2050
(>20,000 GWe) and grow to meet greater demands.
After a demonstration-LPS is built, all the
costs of expanding LPS can be borne by profits
from the sale of power from the moon. The LPS
row in Table 1 indicates that the mature system
will have low capital and labor costs. LPS can
provide an internal rate of return that exceeds
30% per year, This can occur within 10 years of
the start of construction on the moon. Net profits
the order of 15,000 B$/Yr are reasonable to
expect if 20,000 GWe is sold at 0.1 $/kWe-H.
Preliminary-economic models indicate that LPS
will have a positive impact on the world
economy. LPS can provide a stable growth of
power and stablize the cost of energy (Thompson
and Criswell 1991).
Several options for LPS architecture minimize
deep space operations and orbital components.
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The basic LPS includes pairs of solar power
stations that beam power directly to rectermas on
Earth during the time those rectennas can view
the moon. Power storage on the Earth or on the
moon can provide continuous power output on
Earth when the moon is not in view (<16
hours/day) or when the moon is in eclipse (<3
hours).
Figure 2 illustrates a more advanced system
that includes microwave mirrors in orbit about
Earth. This system would continuously supply
load-following power to rectennas on Earth
except during the three day period around new
moon. The microwave reflectors, at a given
intensity of the microwave beams, would allow a
factor of three reduction in the size of rectennas
required to power a region on Earth. However,
approximately three days of power storage would
be required on Earth or on the moon during the
period of new moon when bases on both limbs
are in lunar night.
SUNLIGHT MOON PAIRS
OFLUNAR
POWER
BASES
MICROWAVE
POWER
BEAMS
MICROWAVE
MIRRORS
EARTH
" Microwave-to-electric
power converters
Figure 2. Lunar Power System Schematic
It is preferable to minimize the use of costly
power storage. Microwave mirrors in orbit about
Earth can minimize power storage. The duration
of power storage is also reduced by increasing
the fraction of the lunar month that each power
station is sunlit. Additional solar power
conversion units could be constructed across the
lunar limb from their respective Earthward
transmitting stations. Each set of cross-limb
arrays provides electric power during new
and for three-quarters of the lunar month
(Waldron and Criswell 1991).
LPS can be augmented by placing solar
reflecting mirrors (i.e., solar sails) in polar
about the moon. These mirrors illuminate t
lunar bases during new moon, during an e<
and when a base is deep in its night cycle.
sails would also augment the solar flux to th_
power stations during surface daytime. The
sails operate as "light-buckets _ that simply
all of their sunlight into a section of the clo
lunar power base. They do not have to imag
sun or be continuously boresighted. The m
LPS would likely include all the above elem
Figure 3 is a schematic representation of
of the LPS limb bases indicated in Figure 2.
#1 is the 10 to 100 km diameter aperture as
from the Earth. That aperture is composed c
many stand -alone power plots. The power j
occupy an elliptic area on the moon that is
located Earthward of the terminator as seen
Earth. View 2 shows a string of the power p
This string extends from just Earthward of t
lunar limb (top) along a line directed towarc
Earth. This string includes the "black" plot
view #1.
View #3 shows the primary components c
typical power plot. Sunlight collected by so
converters (a) is changed to electricity. The
electric power is collected by subsurface wi
and provided to many solid state microwave
integrated circuit converters (MICCs). Each i
(b) sends an individually controlled signal tc
microwave reflector grid (c) at the opposite
of the power plot. That signal is reflected tc
Earth as the sub-beam (d) contributed by th;
power ploL A set of MICCs, one MICC per pot
plot, in the thousands of power plots in view
acts to form a beam. The 100s to 1,000s of MI£
positioned before each microwave reflector
can form 100s to 1,000s of individual beams.
the beams radiate out from the same segmen
antenna shown in view #1, but each of the i
can be directed to a different rectenna on E
Each LPS beam from a 40 to 100 km diam_
base is fully controlled in intensity, to a scale
few 100 meters, across its cross-sectional are_
Earth. Control of the phase and amplitude of
each of the subtransmitters that contributes
energy to a given beam produces the desire(.
amplitude distribution at Earth.
Figure 4 depicts the operations needed to
construct a lunar power plot (De Generes an
Criswell 1983). Several tractors smooth the
surface, extract fine-grained iron, and bury
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Iin= I'_f r_uuclr _'.J _ II I I [11 I I I I I' or many years of these
nun.,, v.i.,v--%.. .,=_,J ". I I I I I I I I I I 1,-' • -
,,nn_= /_= _ _ ,_,,j =_, , power plOtS studies and the
I"'''" / _' '-- _' e[ _H -:_j' thatlab°rat°rystudieSaredone in
parallel can
:. Expanded view / of the _t black power plot & provide adequate
ts component_/e _ options for fielddem strations.
_-----_ Early S_ep_ in LPSDevelopment
Microwave | d. Sub-beam (one of lOOs to 1,000s) I
reflector | .......................................... _i At this stage
grid | _ LPS faces three
$_ '_ b. Microwave sub-transmitters I primary .....;,.,
._. ,.,_,_ challenges. The(lOOs tO 1,000S) I f'u'st is to
a. Solar .v_,,_,.,,,_-..,_ " I demonstrate on
converters ""-_. _ _ Earth theengineering
Figure 3.
power collection. They also lay down glass
_ets under which are layered thin films of
ar converters. Thin films of moderate
aversion efficiency, 5 - 10%, are adequate. In
foreground is a mobile glass processor that
Jts lunar soil to produce foamed glass supports,
erglass, and glass sheets. The supports and
erglass are used to make the microwave
'lectors. One reflector is being erected. Solar
•e_ie power is provided to sets of microwave
j-transmitters that are buried under the mound
the Earthward end of each powea" plot. Note
_t the Earth remains in the same general
sition in the sky at a given base. The fleet of
atively small and independent machines move
_m one construction area to another. The rate
installation of new power is proportional to the
tuber of machines and their productivity.
The conceptual design studies for LPS should
done as part of an engineering systems
aluation and accompanied by life-cycle
stsroenefits analyses. These studies should
Lke maximum use of the DoE (1980c, 1981) and
and
LPS Antenna, Power Plots & Components economic
feasibility of the
critical components and systems of production.
The second is to reduce the up-front costs. The
third is to show that LPS is acceptable to billions
of potential users on Earth. The International
Lunar Base is relevant to all three challenges.
Systems Studies
There is an immediate need for more extensive
conceptual design studies of LPS and alternatives
to the LPS-reference system described in this
paper. LPS is different from all other major
aerospace and power systems. The primary
systems integration that forms the beams occurs
in free space between the moon and the Earth.
The electromagnetic fields from the thousands of
power plots of a given power base sum up to
produce the various synthetic beams. Each of the
contributing microwave sources must be
accurately phased and controlled in amplitude.
This is primarily a time-base and ephemeris
problem and is well within the capabilities of
modern electronics.
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Figure 4 Artist's Concept of the Construction of a Demonstration Lunar Power B_-
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l"he moon provides the platform that
:rates the physical systems. The minimum
for integration of large-scale physical
:ms has profound implicatiqns for the
aeering and economics of LPS. The power
and the machines that build them do_ not ."
to be extensively matched, as do' for example,
tiles of the space shuttle. Many different
;ns can be explored, many different sets of
components tried, and many different
ods of production employed.
ratory & Field Manufacturing
:olumn 5 of Table 3, which will be discussed
provides R&D priorities for the lunar
ms. First, extensive laboratory work is
_d on thin-film solar cells that can be readily
_ced on the moon using local resources.
!ext, the microwave sub-reflectors (Figure 3)
to be formed and the wire to collect power
need. The design of these systems is coupled
the design and demonstration of prototype
rials handling and the manufacture of
,merit. The objective is to use equipment that
relatively low mass per unit of output [Tons-
Jment/ (Tons-output/Hour)]. The equipment
d require little make-up mass or components
Earth, be highly automated, and be
rable on the moon.
Figure 5.
.ggressive design efforts and engineering of
able production systems will allow a return
to the moon with equipment that can immediately
begin to emplace a demonstration level LPS. lr_
the early to mid-1960s, extensive testing of lunar
equipment was done in sutaulation facilities on
Earth. This was prior to landing on the moon.
Since then a .vast acqumu[ation of knowledge of
lunar materials _ and lunar' conditions has been
accumulated.
Adequate simulations of a lunar construction
site can be done on Earth. The most promising
laboratory and bench studies will be incorporated
into sets of autonomous, mobile production
machinery for demonstrations on Earth. The
production equipment can be rover units of the
general nature depicted in Figures 4 and 5.
Figure 5 illustrates three emplacer units
traveling past several power plots to another
emplacement area (Mortenson and Saul 1991). A
set of emplacer units should be be transportable
by a class of aircraft with the cargo capacity of
the U.S. STS or the Soviet Shuttle (< 30 tons
payload). A C-130 is a good analog.
The set of prototype production equipment is
air-lifted to a high desert area. The plane lands
and the prototype units are driven out under
automatic or remote control. The production
units then go to a succession of sites to build
power plots. Each site represents a different
lunar terrain and soil type.
The sites are created in a set of five inflatable
for exception-handling
Emplacement Rovers in Demo Power Plot
routine production.
provided
buildings established in the
high-desert area. Four of
the buildings are located
along the perimeter of an
elliptical area 10 to 100 km
in diameter, and the fifth is
located near the center. The
roof of each building is
transparent to sunlight and
I0 cm microwaves. The
floor of each building is
covered to a depth of one to
two meters with simulated
lunar soil and rocks.
Highland (aluminum-rich)
and mare (iron-rich) areas
are simulated. The buildings
are pressurized with an
inert gas, and entry ways
are provided for the robotic
construction equipment.
The production
equipment is designed for
autonomous operation in
However, remote control is
and non-routine
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operations. Machine and human repair of
unusual maintenance is allowed.
Each building houses a fully operational
power plot. D_ing the day time the power from
one plot is beamedto nearby ground and airborne
receivers. The plots are phased together to
demonstrate beaming of very low-level power to
satellites, to distant receivers on Earth via orbital
reflectors, or to a set of lunar landers (next
section).
This exercise requires compromises; for
example, solar cell production may take place in a
mobile vacuum chamber temporarily placed on
the demonstration plot. Designs must
accommodate the operation of equipment in an
inert atmosphere and air, when traveling
between plots, versus the vacuum of the moon.
Power Beaming
There are no basic .technical mysteries about
the beaming of power by way of microwaves. The
basic theory is understood and the practice is well
within the state of the art of electronics. Consider
for example, that all radar sets use power
beaming, either fixed by their physical optics or
controlled through phasing of their individual
sub-radiators. Routine, long-term phasing of
very large microwave power systems has been
demonstrated at the thee kilometer long Stanford
Linear Accelerator since 1968 (NRC 1981, p. 21).
Microwave technology is well developed.
However, the application of the technology to
beam at realistic power levels for reasonable
periods of time must be demonstrated to the
satisfaction of both the general population and
the scientific community.
Demonstrations of beam control and beam
power can be done separately. The demonstration
of control of moon-to-Earth beaming can be done
at very low power levels. High power level
beaming can be done from the Earth to orbit and
from Earth to the moon. These demonstrations
serve several purposes. The moon will be
eonf'trmed as an adequate platform for a large
synthetic array, and several different methods of
phasing the lunar array will be exercised. The
effects of the atmosphere and ionosphere on high
power density beams can be examined.
The lunar demonstrations can be done by soft
landing a set of unmanned vehicles on the moon.
The lander array will operate for several years.
The landers would be simple and could easily be
on the moon within five years. Three to four of
the landers are evenly placed along the
perimeter of the site of a potential lunar power
base. The last lander is placed near the c
Each lander carries a microwave transmi:
system, solar arrays, and battery storage tt
adequate for overnight operation of the
transmitter. The microwave transmitters
phased to send very low power but very
collimated test signals to Earth. The signal
normally be received and continuously rr
at deep space stations. However, short-du
higher-power signals could _be directed to
expensive receivers at any point on Earth.
example, the beam could be scanned over
the campus of large universities to democ
beam control and localization.
The landers can also contribute to othe
engineering and scientific studies. Lander
be equipped with diggers to bury the trax
under 10 to 30 centimeters of lunar soil. T
would simulate the placement of transmitt_
the very constant subsurface environmen
Engineering packages such as solar cell te
articles and metal-coated glass fibers can a
attached. Perhaps self-contained robotic
(few kilograms) can be included to conduc
surveys for several hundred meters about
lander.
The set of landers can also receive vet
power test signals from Earth. The atmos
and ionosphere of Earth create the greate:
disturbances of microwave beams. Beams
primarily absorbed (few percent or less).
secondary effect is to sporadically self-foe1
fraction of the beam energy into a new d
The deflection effects will be mucla larger
signals sent from the Earth to the moon tt
the reverse situation. Large radar system_
as those associated with the early warning
and ICBM tracking can be adapted to this
function. These radars can provide beams
wide range of power and frequency to es
the full response of the atmosphere and
ionosphere.
LPS provides continuous, load-followit
power to a rectenna on Earth by reflectin_
power beam from a succession of microwz
mirrors in orbit about Earth (Figure 2). T
mirrors of ;,100 meter diameter can be plat
LEO from the Space Shuttle or unmanned
The Earth-based radar systems can direct
power test beams to these microwave mir
The beams can then be reflected and redix
local test receivers or to receivers thousan
miles away. The mirrors are low-mass bu
area devices that can be readily derived f
existing NASA work on large space struct
high-gain antennas. Given adequate pric
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meter reflectors could be in orbit within
_e to five years. Ground-basedtransmittersof
9 and NSF (e.g., Arecibo) and the microwave
rors can completely test microwave beaming
full power level_. Such testscould be rapidly
,eloped and initiated.
Space Station Freedom can support R&D
,elopment of the larger orbital reflectors.
portant tasks include verification of surface
erances, demonstration of assembly and
intenance procedures, and accelerated aging
key components.
)duction and Resources
The percentage distribution of costs in column
of Table 3 suggests additional activities at an
3 to reduce the costs of LPS. ILB can provide
lustrial laboratories for the development and
.'nonstration of better means of production.
ose laboratories can a)so make all or large
rtions of future production systems out of lunar
terials. Both advances will significantly scale
wn the transportation system (HLLV, other)
d space construction. These will decrease the
:tor of 0.0025 for this part of the model. On the
aer hand there may be an increase in the
tuber of research personnel and habitats.
Lunar resources can be developed for direct
e in space transportation ('other'), logistics,
d habitat construction. The factor of 0.0025
ould be sharply reduced.
SSF can provide the manned components for
_S logistics facilities in LEO and LLO and
celerate the testing of lunar base facilities for
bitation and repair activities.
DemQn_iWation LP$ & the ILB
An ILB can greatly advance the development
LPS by emplacing the demonstration system
_,A 1990). An ILB program can significantly
duce the up-front cost of the demonstration LPS
td the full-scale program by providing most of
e initial transportation, habitation, and
frastructure.
Table 2 provides estimates of the total costs
I$(90)) of lunar bases scaled to permanent
,pulations of 30 (Case 1:60 B$), 85 (Case 2:91 B$),
td 300 (ease 3:243 B$) people. These estimates
sume the base is operated for 10 years. The
timates include R&D for facilities and
tuipment (line l.c) and transportation (line l.d).
;tablishment and operation of the flight systems
ne 2) are also included.
The purpose of these bases is to demonstrate
the emplacement of 1, 10, or 100 GWe of power at
the end of the ten-year period. The incremental
cost of creating the production machinery for
emplacing the LPS components is given in lines
la and b. The additional R&D cost for the LPS
production machinery increases from 12 B$ (Case
1:1 GWe) to 22 B$ (Case 3:!00 GWe).
Several costs, such as transportation, do not
scale linearly to lower rates of power
emplacement. Case #3 is closest to the SPS
production modeled by General Dynamics. The
estimates are extrapolated from a study of using
lunar materials to emplace one 10 GWe SPS every
year (Bock 1979). Thus, the cost estimates of the
smaller bases should be treated as preliminary.
Consider these values primarily as
encouragement to deeper analysis. NASA (1991) is
studying this size of vehicle but for considerably
lower launch rates. Those studies could be
immediately extended to the launch rates implied
by Table 2 and to the use of lunar materials to
provide propellants.
Cases
GWe installed over
10 Years
GWe-Yrs of energy
Gross Revenue (B$)
(@0. I $/kWe-n)
Net Revenue (B$)
Total Costs (B$)
(sum 1+2+3)
1. R&D (B$)
(sum a+b+c+d)
a. LPS Hrdw
b. CNSRT. SYST
c. FACILITIES & EQ_
d. TRANSPORT
2. Space & Ops (B$)
3. Rectenna (85)
$/kWe-H
Moon (tons)
Space (tons)
People (moon, LLO,
&LEO)
Table 2 Parameters of
#1
1
5
4.4 44
-56 -47
60; 91
42 51
11 11
1 3
5 10
26 27
17 34
0.6 6
1.4
2,300
970
30
#2 #3
I0 I00
50 500
438
195
243
86
11
11
30
35
103
55
0.2 0.06
6,200 22,000
2,700 9,700
85 300
;mailer Bases
Costs of Space Equipment and Operations
increase sharply between 10 and 100 GWe of final
installed capacity. The cost of power drops
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small rectennasof on
few hundred meters
diameter with 10sMV_
output. Rectenna
enlargement can be
financed from profits
finished portions. LP_
economically robust
major increases in
construction and
maintenancecosts. L
appears to be competi
costs and environme_
considerations agains
conventional power
NASA, DoE, NRC, and L.
Models
Figure 6. Lunar Lander with Eight Emplacement Rovers
sharply as the installed power increases.
Power from the demonstration base is sold to
Earth. The sale price is assumed to be 0.1 $/kWe-
H. At some time between the installation of 10 and
100 GWe, the integral of the net cash flow from
the sale of power goes positive. In this model the
net expenditures for all aspects of the lunar base
and the LPS will be less than 100 B$ by the time
positive cash flow begins. Power could sell for
much greater prices to customers off Earth.
Figure 6 illustrates a lunar vehicle that is
scaled to land 30 tons of equipment on the moon
(Mortensen and Saul 1991). The vehicle carries
eight emplacement vehicles. Assumming the base
described in Case 1 is emplaced over a period of
three years then approximately 10 landing
operations would be required per year. This
tonnage and flight rate are consistent with with
studies of larger-scale lunar bases considered by
NASA (1989b) in the 90-day report.
Costs and Payoff
The cost of power from the mature LPS can be
very low, the order of 0.00Is $(1990)/kWe-H,
assuming a beam intensity at the rectenna of 23
milliwatts per cm 2. Rectennas on Earth are the
major cost elements (Tables 2 and 3). The cost of
power will decrease as the cost of rectenna
construction decreases or beam intensity
increases.
The early studies ol
were scaled to buildin
10 GWe or two 5 GWe
satellites and compat_
rectennas per year ov
thirty year period (G
1977, NRC 1981). The fleet of 60 satellites, v
peak capacity of 300 GWe, would feed
approximately 9,000 GWe-Y of energy to El
over 60 years. The order of 2,100,000 tons o
satellites and supplies would be transported
space over the period of construction and
operation. This assumes each satellite has a
of 35,000 tons and that 1% of its mass is rep
over the period of operation.
The costs of major components and ope
per GWe-Y are in the top part of column #1
Table 3. "Solar array" refers primarily to t
solar cells. SPS structure, microwave gene
and rotary joints constitute the "Other port
Crew habitats, construction facilities in LEO
GEO, and maintenance equipment are inclu_
"Other (habs, etc.)." The heavy-lift launch
vehicles are the HLLVs. "Other" transport_
elements include E-LEO and LEO-GEO perso_
vehicles and ion-drive engines to transport
components from LEO to GEO. The nominal
the electricity to emplace the fleet is predic
be 88.1 M$/GWe-Y or 0.01 $/kWe-H. The
distribution of these costs as percentage of
Capital Total cost is in column #1a.
These engineering costs do not count the
value of money required to establish the fu
system. The bottom section of column 1 sh_
that the cost of financing the SPS dominate,,
cost of power. NASA and the National Rese
LPS enables the profitable operation of Council (1981, p. 37) adapted the "compound
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an annuity" to evaluatecost recovery of the
hey required to finance SPS (Copelandand
;sson 1979). The "Capital Recovery Factor"
_F) in Eq. 1 is modified for the GWe-Y basis of
:ting used in Table 3.
I. CRF = Years*R/[ 1-(1/(1 +R)) Years]
Equation 1, R is the Rate of Return (-- 15% in
SPS example) and Years is the operating life
an SPS-rectenna set.
Multiplying CRF = 4.57 times the Capital Total (=
.1 M$/GWe-Y) yields the Capital Recovery = 447
,TGWe-Y. The time value of money to build the
S fleet dominates the cost of power from the SPS
et. Note that the product of "Capital
tal*Years" in Eq. 1 is the "Present Value of an
auity." Capital Recovery in Table 3 is the
ount of the periodic annual payment of the
mity. The Capital Total in Table 3 is slightly
;her than the NASA and NRC estimate because
includes the RDT&E.
To obtain the full cost of SPS power, NASA
ted an estimated cost of 5.2 mills per kWe-H or
M$(77)/GWe-Y for maintaining the SPS fleet
1 rectennas. The sum of Capital Recovery and
_intenance yields 493 M$(77)/GWe-Y or
?roximately 0.056 $(77)/kWe-H. Current cost of
S energy, 0.102 $(90)/kWe-H, is obtained by
:ltiplying by 1.7. This cost is approximately the
ce of wall-plug electricity in the United States.
The National Research Council (1981)
.intained that almost all the SPS costs would be
;her than the NASA estimates in column 1.
lumn 2 contains the multipliers. They project
_.t high efficiency, single crystal silicon solar
_ls will be 50 times more expensive and
_refore will be the dominant cost factor (82.5%
column 3a). Transportation from Earth to orbit
a factor of three higher. However, recteuna
9duction and operation are unchanged. Notice
tt rectermas dropped to 2.1% of the costs,
lumn 3a, from 16.7% in the NASA estimate,
lunm la. The Capital Total in column 3
:reased by a factor of 7.8 to 687 M$(77)/GWe-Y.
The NRC made no changes in the financial
;umptions of NASA but did indicate that the
certainties were larger than indicated by
kSA. The Capital Recovery Factor of 4.57 was
ained. The Total Energy Cost thus rose to 3,550
$(77)/GWe-Y. This is the same as 0.4 $(77)/kWe-
or 0.7 $(90)/kWe-H. This cost is approximately 7
les the price of wall plug-electric power in the
fited States.
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Qualitative Gosting of LPS
The NASA and NRC estimates of SPS cost can be
used to provide a better uuderstanding of the
fundamental differences between deploying SPS
from the Earth and sending equipment to the
moon to make the components of the LPS system
from local materials. These differences include
maximum potential power, manufacturing versus
deploying, efficiency of tectenna illumination,
and financing the growth of SPS versus LPS.
First, consider RDT&E and the energy yield.
The reference-SPS is scaled to provide 300 GWe.
Each satellite would operate for 30 years. Thus,
the reference-SPS fleet would yield 9,000 GWe-Y
of energy. LPS has been modeled for growth to
20,0(10 GWe. Averaging over 40 years of build-up
and 30 years of full operation, the LPS would yield
1,000,000 GWe-Y (= 20,000 GWe * 50 Y). To a first
approximation, the cost of RDT&E per unit of
energy can be scaled to the respective total
energy output of each system. This LPS/SPS ratio
is 0.009 (---9,000/I,000,000). This ratio, in column
4, is multiplied against the NRC costs for RDT&E
per unit of energy output in column 3.
Multiplication yields the RTD&E cost of 100,000
$/GWe-Y for LPS that is shown in column 5.
Resealing SPS to a greater energy output would
similarly reduce the RDT&E for SPS. However, it is
doubtful that even 300 GWe of SPS could be
deployed from Earth because of environmental
restrictions on launch operations.
Next, consider SPS deployment from Earth
versus manufacturing LPS on the moon. The
figure of merit is tonnage shipped from Earth per
GWe-Y of energy returned to Earth. The 5 GWe
SPS is estimated to weight 35,000 tons. Sixty would
be deployed. We arbitrarily estimate that 1% of
the mass of the SPS fleet is added for components,
fluids for station keeping and orientation, and
transportation propellant. The projected SPS
mass-to-energy ratio is 230 tons/GWe-Y (=
2,100,000 tons/9,000 GWe-Y).
Detailed estimates are available for the 592,000
tons of equipment, facilities, and components that
must be taken from Earth to emplace a 20,000 GWe
LPS (Criswell and Waldron 1990). Thus, the LPS
mass-to-energy ratio is 0.59. The combined
LPS/SPS ratio is 0.0025.
Note the seven items in column 4 that are
scaled by the LPS/SPS mass to the energy ratio.
This ratio will not change greatly with total
energy. However, it will vary with the level of
technology used to implement SPS and to do
manufacturing on the moon. It seems likely that
SPS and LPS components, as opposed to the LPS
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production system, can converge to similar mass-
to-energyratios. Thus, LPS will always have a
relative advantage in terms of increasing
efficiency of machines that make the LPS
components on the moon.
The dominant effect of solar cell cost is
reduced from 82.5% in column 3a, to 18.7%
column 5a. The relative cost of solar cells in
column 5a may be estimated too high. LPS does
not need the high-efficiency solar cells that the
NRC assumed could only be obtained from
relatively thick, single-crystal silicon cells.
Rather, LPS is compatible with thin-film cells, 5%
10% conversion efficiency, that use very small
quantities of photoeonverter. Thin-film cells
based on amorphous silicon, polycrystalline
silicon, GaAIAs, and several other active lay
can achieve this level of efficiency. If nec
the active layers can be brought from Earth
little effect on costs.
LPS costs for emplacing a unit of power
continuously drop. This is because of the
accumulation of industrial learning in the
construction of LPS components, the increa
use of production machinery made from lut
materials, and the use of lfmar materials and
power in logistics. None of these positive f_
are considered in Table 3. In large-scale
production, the LPS should have a unit cost
power that is primarily dominated by the cos
(1) (la) (2) (3) (3a) (4)
NASA NRC NRC
TYPE OF SYSTEM
CAPITAL ITEMS
(below)
RDT&E(& 1st 5_GWe
set)
SPS portions
NASA
M$(77)
per
GWe-Y
11.39
%of
Total
Costs
12.9%
Cost
Multi-
liers
1.4
NRC
M$(77)
per
GWe-Y
15.9
% of
Total
Costs
2.3%
Ratios
LPS/SPS
0.009
(s) (sa)
LPS LPS
M$(77)
per % of
GWe-Yper Total
(3)*14) Costs
0.1 I.9
Solar array 11.3 12.9% 50 566.7 82.5% 0.0025 1.4 18.7
Other portions 15.3 17.4% 1.4 21.5 3.1%i 0.0025 0.1 0.7
Other (habs, etc ) 2.0 2.3% 1.4 2.8 0.4% 0.0025 0.01 0.1
Space Construction 6.7 7.6% 1.4 9.3 1.4% 0.0025 0.02 0.3
Space Transportation
HtLV (Earth to 13.0 14.8% 3 39.0 5.7% 0.0025 0.1
orb!t)
Other (LEO-out) 5.7 6.4% 1 5.7 0.8% 0.0025 0.01
Management& 8.0 9.1% 1.4 11.2 1.6% 0.0025 0.03
Integration
Rectenna (Earth) 14'.7 16.7% 1 1'4.7 2.1% 0._$ 5.9 76.4
88.1 100.0% 686.7 100.0% 7.7 100.0Capital Total
(M$/GWe-Y)
Cost of
.electricity:
=(Financing
Impact)
!Capital Recovery
I Factor*Yrs
i Capital Recovery'
I (M$(77)IGWe-Y)
I MaJntenance(M$(77)IGWe-Y)
Total Energy Cost
(M$(77)/GWeY)
$(77)lkWe-H
Ram Cp¢
return= 15.0% Fac= 90.0%
Plant
L/fe(Yrs)= 30.0
4.57
447
46
493
o.o562
4.57;
3,486!
1.4 64
3,550
o.4oso
LPS Rate
Return= 15.0%
LPS Plant
L.ife(Yr)= 30.0
4.57 i
39
19.55
0.31
(Wt. avg) 5 9
0.0067
LPS C
Fac =
90.0
Table 3. Summary of Cost Studies: NASA and DoE, NRC, and LPS
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ructing and operating the rectennas on
h.
he NRC (198I) consideredrectennasto be
understoodtechnology. No adjustmentswere
in column 2 to the projectedcosts of
nna construction and operation.
,PS has a considerableadvantageover the
ence SPS, becauserectennasare the
nant engineeringcost for LPS (5.9
;7)/GWe-Y and 76.4%). LPS uses an oversized
mission aperture at each power base on the
a. This allows rectennas larger than several
red meters in diameter to be illuminated
evenly than in the reference SPS and,
:fore, increases the power production per
area of recterma. A rectenna receiving an
power beam outputs approximately 2 to 2.5
more power than when receiving a power
, of the same peak intensity from a reference
This greater output level produces the
;tion factor of 0.4 in column 4 and the lower
,,y costs in column 5.
"he factor of 0.4 assumes those microwave
ctors in orbit about Earth are used to provide
following power to the rectenna. It also
nes that the life of the recterma field is
rned by environmental factors such as wind,
and corrosion rather than being
_rtional to the total energy received.
"he Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) increases
?rojected cost of LPS power to 0.0067
)/kWe-H or 0.011 $(90)/kWe-H. This cost is
below present-day electric costs. Note in
un 4 that the Maintenance Factor = 0.31 [ffi
76.4% + 0.0025*(100%-76.4%-1.9%)]. This
ely adjusts for the fractions of the
_tenance going into the space and terrestrial
ems.
• e Capital Total of 7.7 M$(1977)/GWe-Y
'ed from the NRC estimates in column 4
ies a total LPS-program cost of 7,700 B$(1077)
3,000 B$(1990). The cost adjustments in
mn 4 are derived from far more detailed
els of LPS construction and operations
_well and Waldron 1990). The detailed model,
ruing a 1990s level of technology, projects the
cost of a 20,000 GWe LPS to be approximately
_0 B$(1990) with 16,000 B$(1990) for rectenna
truction on Earth. Advances in the
nologies of components and production
hinery, use of lunar resources in logistics,
building portions of the systems of
uction from lunar resources can
ificantly reduce the mass that must be sent
_ Earth (tons/GWe-Y).
Questions Concerning Financial Analyses
Future work on power from space must
challenge the NRC (1981) cost model. The 15%/Y
Rate of Return requiremenl, while representing
the 1970s experience with high interest rates, is
not typical of major public-related programs. A
much sounder approach is to use the real rate of
return (RRR). RRR is the difference between the
yield on long term, high v_alue securities and the
rate of inflation Over the years, RRR = 2 to 3%/Y
is typical (R. Thompson personal
communication). Table 4 applies a 3%/Y rate to
engineering costs in Table 3. Notice that the
Total Energy Cost of the NASA estimate in column
1 falls to a reasonable value, <0.04 $(1990)/kWe-H.
The NRC estimate is higher, > 0.2 $(1990)/ kWe-H,
than most electricity today. The Capacity Factor is
increased from the 90% in Table 3 to 95%.
Direct application of the annuity formula to
the LPS, as shown in Table 4, is inappropriate.
Most of the long-term investment is in the system
of production and transportation, in space and on
the moon, that emplace power units on the moon.
The lunar and space investments constitute less
than 17% of the total. Thus, the Capital Total in
column 5 decreases to 1.81 M$(77)/GWe-Y for the
lunar operations. For a 3%/Y rate and a 30
investment horizon, CRF = 1.53 and the Capital
Recovery ffi 2.8 M$(77)/GWe.-Y. Maintenance is
already included in the lunar operations. With
these adjustments, the cost of the lunar portion is
approximately 0.0003 $(77)/kWe-H.
A reetenna serviced by LPS has a much
shorter payback period than when serviced by
the reference SPS. In the latter case a complete
SPS and 10 k-rn by 20 km field of rectennas must be
installed before power is produced. In contrast,
the oversize transmitting apertures on the moon
can send power efficiently to a rectenna only a
few hundred meters across. The small rectenna is
built in a fraction of one year and will
immediately return a positive cash flow. Further
expansion of the rectenna comes from current
revenue. Using Equation I it is reasonable, to a
first approximation, to take the investment period
as one year, the Capital Total for the rectenna as
5.87 M$(77)/GWe-Y, and RRR = 3%/Y. Thus, CRF =
1.03 and the Capital Recovery is 6 M$(77)/GWe-Y
or 0.0007-$(77)/kWe-H.
Once a field of sub-reflectors is constructed on
the moon, the installation of new capacity can
proceed incrementally. This expansion of power
on the moon is paid for by the sale of power from
existing rectennas.
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We have assumedin Table 4 that the Capacity
Factor of LPS is approximately 99%. LPS is a fully
distributed, highly redundant system that more
closely resembles a telephone network than a
conventional central power station. In addition,
LPS can average its power feed over the entire
globe and is also decoupled from terrestrial
feedbacks and the electromagnetic effects of solar
storms.
Construction of conventional power stations
(Table 1) will cost 10 to 30 times more than LPS.
Terrestrial power plants will have additional, and
increasing, costs for labor, fuel, compliance with
environmental standards, and power storage and
distribution. These costs can equal or exceed the
costs of building and maintaining the power
plants.
Organizing and Developing LPS
To develop LPS, three types of investors are
anticipated: governments, consortia, and local
organizations. Between now and 2001,
government programs will likely pay for the
development and initiation of the transportation
elements and the lunar base. In that period,
expenditures can be comparable to present United
States government expenditures in aerospace
products for the U. S. Department of Defense and
NASA. LPS can provide a peaceful focus for the
present defense- and technology-related
organizations of the space-faring nations.
A national or international consortium
formed to develop, procure, and implemen
elements for LPS production and do the RD"
rectennas. After the year 2001, this cons,
can conduct all off-Earth operations. Ben
2001 and 2005, the consortium would begir
receiving a net positive revenue from the
power on Earth. More than one consortiut
be formed. Many lunar bases are needed.
Rectenna R&D, both for rectermas and
means of production, can involve all the J
of Earth. Rectennas can, as appropriate, b
constructed, operated, and paid for by pri_
groups, cooperatives, and countries. Virtu_
the costs of rectenna production will be o
by current cash flow. The major challengq
startup costs and public confidence in LPS.
Conclusion
A vigorous Apollo-like program couh
the construction of the ILB and the demo
LPS on the moon within ten years. LPS w(
firmly establish a permanent dual-planet
economy, growing commerce between the
and the moon, and world wide prosperity.
TYPE OF SYSTEM
(across)
CAPITAL ITEMS
Ibelow)
Capital Total
(M$/GWe-Y)
(1)
NASA
M$(77)
per
GWe-Y
88.1
(la)
NASA
%_
Total
Costs
100.0%
Multi-
liers
(a)
NRC
M$(77)
per
GWe-Y
686.7
(3a)
NRC
%of
Total
Costs
100.0%
(4)
Ratios
LPS/SPS
(5) (sa
LPS LP$
M$(77)
per % ol
GWe-Yper Tota
(3)*(4) Co_
IO0
Cost of
electricity:
(Financing
Impact)
Capital Recovery
Factor*Yrs
Capital Recovery
(M$(77)IGWe-Y)
Maintenance
(M$(77)IGWe-Y)
Total Energy Cost
(M$(77)IGWeY)
Rea/Rate
Return= 3.0 %
Cpt
Fac.= 95.0%
Plant
Llfe(Yrs)= 30.0
1.53
142
46
187
1.53
1,106
1.4 64
1,170
$(77)/kWe-H 0.0214 0.1335
Table 4. Alternative Financial Assumptions:
ILB AND LPS (IAA-91-699) 13
LPS Real
Rate 3.0%
Return=
Payback
Time(Y)= 30.0
0.31
(Wt. avg.)
2.55
20
19.55
39
0.0045
NASA and DoE, NRC, and LPS
I LPS
Fac..99
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THE MDON AS A SOLAR POWER SATELliTE
BY
At the last Space Exploration Initiative meeting I attended here, a lot of the papers
discussed "Waypoints" in various space exploration programs. It is the purpose of
this paper to present approaches which are "off the screen to the right", indicating
what goal these waypoints should be an the way to. This is important, because, as we
all realize, the day of the blank check for space exploration is over, and the
taxpayers ana Congress are asking more and more: _%at do we get out of this'?
I firmly believe that in this climate, the orgy space exploration project that
Congress and the people will support is one which directly improves their economic
position or their life style.
I therefore hereby propose a mooztzeo version ot the Satellite Solar Power System,
(SPS), using the moon as the "satellite". I believe this is the only space project
that can show a direct cash return an investment, and thus meets the above criterion.
The original SPS was conceived by Dr. Peter Glaser of MIT in 1968, as a series of
large, l:k_Dtovoltaic solar collectors orbiting at geosynchronous altitude, and
converting ana beaming the coilecteu solar power to the earth surface using microwave
energy (which can pass through cloud cover). This system was studied extensively
under the 3oint sponsorship of the Department of Energy and Na._A between 1977 and
1980.
These studies concluded positively as to this concept's feasibility in hardware,
legal, environmental, health, ana societal acceptance areas. Unfortunately, in the
1980's President Reagan, proclaimed "MornLng in _inerica" but didn't see the sun.
The overall advantages of a Solar Power Satellite are summarized in Table I.
Figure I, shows the reference system configuration defined by these studies,
consisting ot a 55 km 2 photovoltaic orDiting collector and a I km 2 transmitting
microwave antenna. Figure 2 shows a 10 x 13 km elliptical microwave rectenna below
the geostationary satellite. Figure 3 shows the breakdown of the collected solar
energy and the conversion efficiencies up to the output to the electrical power grid
on the earth.
I will first discuss a direct transfer ot this highly defined system to a lunar
platform, and will then discuss what I believe should be the ultimate lunar SPS
conf iguratlon.
Figure 4 shows the reference system broken into an array ot five, 100 meter high, by
55 ka long, 2/I concentrating, Ga As collectors. NDtlce that the alt_inized polyeste,
concentrating mirror uses the lunar gravity and lack of wind to effectively save half
the cost of the collector.
These collectors are located 6" from the lunar pole to account for the sun's + 5"
elevation angle variation caused by the lunar orbit's inclination to the ecliptic
plane.
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Table II lists the te_nlcal advantages of the lunar-based SiX3 compared _ the geoss;
chronous SPS. Table III lists its disadvantages, and the means of dealLng witch them
As is shown, in Table III, the moon does not face the same surface on the earth, as de
a geosynchronous satellite in Dr. _aser's original proposal, but the entire earth c
Deneflt rrcrn thls electrical energy, and, as shown, in Figure 5, three or more
rectemmas would be located 120" or 90" apart in longitude on the earth surface, and
the U.S. wou/d once again become am energy exporting nation. In order to elimznate
the possibility of accidentally scanning a high power microwave bea_ across the eart!
surface while switching between grotmd rectennas, I propose two transmitting ant-_nna:
on the moon, one aimed at one rectenna, and the second aimed at the next rectenna to
whlc_ power woula De switche3 as it comes over the earth's horizon. While it is
transmitting power, each transmittirg antenna, (whose diameter may have to be as la_
as 10 Km to achieve the required diffraction-llmited microwave bean size) will be
scanned relative to the moon's polar axis by approximately I" in a 6 or 8 hour
period. This can be practically accomplished by achieving the effective 10 KM
diameter with an array of smaller antennas ganged together, using the same principle;
as is used in large baseline radio astronomy antennas, or preferably, by increasing
the ground rectenna area, or increasing the 2.45 GHz trarugnitting frequency, or both
Of course, the moon rotates relative to the sun also, so at least three such solar
collectors will be requlred, located 120" apart in longitude around the lumar pole.
At any time, the combined output of two collectors will be equal to or greater than
the peak output of one collector directly facing the su_. The distance between the
collectors is about 250 _M, a distance amenable to standard hlgh _itage conductive
transmission, microwave Deamea power tran_nission, or superconductor transmission.
The minimum 5 Gwatt input ot this system at the power grld represents 46 Billion
kilowatt hours per year, which, at the current average price of ten cents/kwhr.,
represents a yearly revenue of $4.6 Billion per year. If we c_mplete t_he "necklace"
around the lunar pole, the collection area increases to 355 _I_, and the net revenue
increases to to $29.7 billion per year. If we use both the north and south poles of
the moon the net revenue increases further to $59.4 Billion per year. Of course, one
the solar cell faDrlcatzcn _ac111tles on _ moon are In operation, the collection
area can increase indefinitely.
However, I believe that the system st_wn in Figures 6 and 7 represents a more effi-
cient an_ lower-cost-per-kilowatt design than the reference system defined by the D_
and NASA studies, _hich more efficiently uses the attributes of the lunar platform.
Studies of Stlrllng cycle solar energy conversion systems, c0nducted at Sandla and
N_SA Lewis Resear<_ Center have shown that end-to-end solar-to-electrlclty efficlen-
cles of higher tham 30%, or twice the efficiency of the l_otovoltalc reference
approach are feasible with hlgh gain solar concentrators. The system shown in Figur_
6, _hich girds the lunar equator, uses the lunar gravity and windless environment to
achieve a very low cost cylindrical concentrator ccmpose_ entirely of aluminized
polyester hanging in a catenary, (which closely approximates a parabola) focusses th(
sun on a linear series or pipes containing the Stirllng cycle gas. This gas is beatc
to increase its pressure, thus driving the Stlrllng engines distributed along this
linear concentrator, whlch generate the electricity. Nb solar tracking is required
because it is an optical characterlstic ot a cylindrical mirror that its lin_ focus
mazntazneo independent oZ the incident angle o_ the incoming rays in the plane of th_
cylindrical axis, anti the maximum + 5" angular variation of the sun in the orthogonad
plane is a_ated by the widt-h--ot the black pipe collector. The availability of
an unlimited heat slnk less than 100"K on the dark side of the moon, allows even
413
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nlgher efflci_ncies for the Stiri_ u_'cie than have heretofore Oeen a_hzeved. ____e
use of heat pipes to eor_u_t the low te_De_rature gases in the Stir!i-c cycle _ this
unlimited heat sznk should be able to a_hieve these high effici_ncles. _be equatorlal
location result5 in 10,000 kin. ot collector length, with 3,330 km 2 ot net collecting
area at any one tune. As is shown in Figure 7, since the Stifling q,'c!e efficiency is
approximately twice that of the photovoltaic cell configuration, thls system produces
5.31 Tel!lion kwnrs per year, generating a revenue of $558 billion.
In this ultimate system, the plier distriDution to the earth should De maintainea 24
hours a day. This is acc_ishea through the use ot two "transponder" satellites
operating at libration points 120" apart in the lunar orbit, as shown in Figure 8.
These transponder satellites woula consist ot rectennas receiving microwave energy
from the moon, and two tran_nitting antennas performing the sane function as the
transmitting antennas to the earth from the lunar surface described above. These
transponder satellites would be fabricated on the lunar surface, assembled in lunar
orbit, and locateO ano malntaineO in their orbital positions using electrlcally driven
ion engines driven from electricity recezved b_ their r_ctennas.
Upon completion and expansion of this ultimate system, the revenues could be used to
retire the national debt ana ultimately replace the income tax wlth an electric Dill
equal to what they are already paying.
Therefore, this ultimate system can be said to give the _nerican electorate ahat in
recent years they have shown that they want, namely, a free lunch!
Now I will discuss how I propose to obtain the seed money to pay for thzs project.
(Once the revenues fram the electric power begin, these revenues can be fed back into
the system to expand it, without further tax based input).
I propose to tuna these Intlal phases ot this project with, read m_ lips: ND new
taxes!
In order to accamplish this seeaing feat of magic, we must first acknowledge that the
"Emperor has no clothes=! By this I mean that we must finally acknowledge that for
forty years the U.S. defense budget, having a cumulative total of (_er $4 trillion,
has incorporated a large percentage ot =makm work _ WPA programs for the Military
Industrial Om,plex.
For those of _)u not tamillar with "WPA', it stands for WDrks Progress ;_]ministratlon,
a h_w Deal program initlatea during the Great Depression to get the unemployed back to
work on government sponsored programs. WPA paid artists to paint murals, laborers to
replant forests, and contractors to build highways, such as the Merritt Parkway _n
Connecticut on which I drive every day. This parkway includes beautltul, artistic
overpass bridges incorporating ditf_t ar_ orlglnal artistic Zreseoes, which were
the S level _m_onents of the thirties.
In fact, this useful version of WPA is alive and well today and residing in Japan. We
ca// it "Japan Incorporated". IS you harbor any remalnlng (_oubts relatzve to this WPA
thesis, I will now dispel them with these two recent news items:
I. That Superhawk, Senator Edward Kennedy, is reported to De in favor of continulng to
buila the unneeded Sea Wolf Submarines.
2. Tne House ana Senate Democrats have .now passea a budget allocation continuing the
faDrlcatlon ot the second Sea WDIf SuDmarlne over the objection ot that Superdove,
President Bush. 417
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How would we transfer the funds presently going to useless defense programs to a lun_
Solar Power Satellite? We would simply convert _ aetense contracts covering technJ
cal disciplines similar to those in the Solar Power Satellite, with the management o_
these contracts being retained by the present military responsible personnel,
Therefore, no-one from the Defense Establishment would lose his or her job.
If _u think this is impractical, I can recall for _u two precedents:
I. General Leslie Groves, successfully managed the Manhattan Project for the
development ot the Atumic Bomb.
2. Rockwell International stipulateO that its subcontractors for the B-I bomber must
ecme from all 50 states.
For over 12 years I have written letters expounding this misappropriation of U.S.
engineering talent to U.S. Presidents, Senators, Congressmen, journalists, Presiden-
tial candidates, and Presidents Gorbachev and Yeltsln. I have never received a single
direct response to any ot these letters, nor any refutation of my arguments. Tnis
indicates to me the cataclysmic lack of the "Vision Thing" or in both the Executive
and Legislative branches of our government.
In closing, I would like to read two quotations from these letters:
From a letter to President Gorbachev:
"When you address the "Military Irnustrzal Ccmplex', your attztuae zs that it is the
incarnation of evil, intent only upon destroying the Soviet Union by military threats
or application ot military advantage. Since I am a member of the "Military Industria
Oumplex", I assure _u that for me, Or any one I know, this is not the case.
However, _hen it comes to putting bread on the table, most people (including me) will
justify their work in the Defense Establishment as assigned tasks that must be done
properly and whose parochial justifications may even be advocated so that work acccm-
plishe_ on an ongoing project is not "wasted" by its cancellation. I submit to you
that this insidious "work ethic" is the underlying cause of the Arms Race, to a _uch
greater extent than any military Or political necessities."
From a letter to President Reagan:
r
"It might be ot interest for you to know that I am, by profession, an electro-optical
engineer, whose hey-day would come with the widespread implementation of the systems
in "Star Wars". However, I consider such work a prostitution of my art, which,
unfortunately, I, and a majority of my professional associates, do as a matter of
econcmic survival."
This leaos me to my tlnal manifesto:
Engineers of the world, finite! You have nothing to lose but your net stocklngs ano
your hot pants!
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FEASIBILITY OF LUNAR COMMUNICATIONS USING THE TDRS II
Michael A. Jordan
The MITRE Corporation
409 3rd ST., SW, Suite 300
Washington, DC 20024
ABSTRACT
The Space Network's Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) II geostationary satellite
constellation may be capable of providing lunar communiocations for the Space Exploraion Initiative.
This paper summarizes geometrical coverage constraints, link budgets, TDRS II delivery schedules
and life cycle costs for various Space Network architecture options.
1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The Space Network is a constellation of equatorial geosynchronous Tracking and Data Relay
Satellites (rDRSs) which relay the communications from low earth orbiting user spacecraft to the
White Sands Complex (WSC) - a ground station and processing facility at the NASA complex in
White Sands, NM. The nominal Space Network constellation [1,2] in the Space Station era consists
of four spacecraft located at 41" W, 46* W, 171" W and 174" W longitudes (see Figure 1). A TDRS
spacecraft has two independently steerable 4.9 meter dishes, each of which supports Single Access S-
band and Ku-band services (see Figure 2). Single Access services are circularly polarized with a
user-selected polarity.
In the later half of this decade, the Space Network will begin a transition from the TDRS to the
TDRS I1. The TDRS II will extend communications service support to users with orbital altitudes up
to Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) while remaining backward compatible with existing TDRS
services. In addition, TDRS II will introduce a new Single Access service at Ka-band.
Space Exploration Initiative lunar missions require communications support for bases and rovers
on the lunar surface, as well as spaceeral_ in-transit between the earth and the moon. A
communications architecture based on existing Space Network concepts can provide much of the
basic communications needs of the lunar initiative. Modification of the Space Network satellite
design or constellation architecture, possibly including the addition of a terrestrial terminal, can allow
the Space Network to provide lunar communications.
This paper summarizes previous estimates of geometrical coverage constraints, link budgets,
TDRS H delivery schedules and life cycle costs for various Space Network architecture options
[3,4,5]. Geometrical coverage constraints are determined by comparing the coverage provided by
constellation architecture options with possible lunar user locations. Link budgets are based on
existing Space Network service requirements, projected lunar user requirements, and estimates of
lunar user characteristics. Projected "rDRS II availability is compared to estimated need dates. Life
cycle costs for comparing ground costs in the architecture options are based on WSC upgrade costs.
Satellite costs are based on NASA estimates.
6*
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2 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
2.1 General Field of View Considerations
The Field Of View (FOV) of a constellation and/or ground stations is constrained by the limits
on the maximum antenna scan angles and the placement of the satellites or earth terminals. Satellite
antenna scan angle limits in elevation or azimuth result in areas behind the satellite which are outside
of the FOV (See Figure 3A). Earth terminal FOV is limited at'low elevation angles due to terrain
masking and absorption and scintillation due to increased atmospheric transit ranges (see Figure 3B).
Earth intrusion effects a satellites FOV just as terrain masking effects a ground terminals FOV
The impact of the FOV constraints on lunar support depends on the orbital ephemeris - orbital
parameters - of the lunar user's trajectory. Elevation angle requirements are determined by the
declination extrema of the TDRS II and the user in-transit or on the lunar surface. The maximum
declination of a user in an orbit is the inclination angle of the orbit. TDRS II orbital inclination is
assumed to ber no greater than 7*. Lunar users may be on the surface of the moon or in a transfer orbit
between a low earth parking orbit and the moon. The extrema in declination of a user on the lunar
surface is determined by the ephemeridies of the moons orbit, while the in-transit user's declination
extrema is determined by the cis-lunar transfer orbit. The moon's orbit is nearly circular and has an
inclination of up to 28.5 ° north and south. The apparent angular extent of the moon as viewed from
the earth is about 0.5 ° .
The selection of a cis-lunar transfer orbit is governed by mission constraints. Circumlunar
trajectories with retrograde lunar orbits and direct return trajectories were o_n used during Project
Apollo. Injection into these orbits occurred from low earth parking orbits after near due east launches
from Kennedy Space Center. Inclinations of these orbits are typically below 34.3 ° . Communications
support for unconstrained lunar and in-transit longitudes requires full circle azimuth coverage. The
maximum in-transit user declination drives the TDRS II elevation angle requirement.
Earth intrusion outages occurred in groups of two to seven clustered around the time the moon
crosses the equatorial plane. The onsets of the outages within a group are separated by between 24
and 26 hours. Outage durations are up to 82 minutes. The frequency of onsets increases with TDRS
II inclination, decreases with lunar inclination, and decreases as the relative geocentric azimuth of the
ascending nodes ofTDRS II and the moon increases.
2.1.1 Near Baseline Architecture
The baseline architecture is the nominal Space Network consteUation. Three Zones Of
Exclusion (ZOEs, i.e., are.as outside of the line-of-sight due to FOV restrictions or intrusion of the
earth into the FOX/) occur in the baseline architecture at altitudes beyond GEO; one ZOE is located
"behind" the constellation (i.e., in the region above the western hemisphere), and the other two are
due to earth-intrusion into the line-of-sight from the TDRS II to the user (see Figure 4). A fourth
ZOE occurs at low altitudes (below 1200 kin), but does not uniquely impact lunar communications
support.
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Figure 4.
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Baseline Space Network Constellation Field Of View Constraints
The connectivity provided by the baseline Space Network architecture may be characterized by
the mean communications link availability. The baseline architecture provides 80% mean link
availability for users on the lunar surface. For in-transit users, the outage due to earth intrusion
(which accounts for two to three percent of the lost communications link availability at lunar ranges)
will increase until it approximately doubles at GEO altitudes. This will be counteracted by the
decrease in the communications link availability lost "behind" the constellation, which disappears at
GEO altitudes. This availability assumes an increase in the 'rDRS II elevation angle scan limits to
39 °. The nominal TDRS 11maximum elevation scan angle is sufficient except when the TDRS
declination and the user declinations are at their extrema.
2.1.2 Augmented Architecture
In the "augmented" arehitectane, _ ZOEs are closed by augmenting the near-baseline
architecture with a ground station on the earth and an operational satellite in a central location (see
Figure 5).
The near-baseline TDRS II architecture of four operational satellites can provide a
communications link availability of 80% for lunar users. The communications link availability is
increased to 97-98% by the addition of a ground station at the WSC. The ground station provides
coverage when the user is "behind" the constellation. The WSC ground terminal and the baseline
TDRS II constellation can cover the ZOE "behind" the constellation with minimum elevation angles
above 16.2 ° for lunar surface users and 11.4" for cis-lunar transit users. _ use of the same
frequencies for both space-to-space and space-to-ground links may result in regulatory conflicts.)
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The addition of a TDRS II satellite at a central location (i.e., an orbital slot between 102.5 ° W
and 112.5 ° W longitude) increases the link availability to 1130%. The additional satellite covers lunar
users when line-of-sight to all baseline Space Network TDRS IIs is blocked by earth-intrusion. The
central satellite would also prevent traffic overload caused by the addition of the lunar users. The
WSC ground terminal and the central satellite can, by themselves, provide 84% availability for a
single user and 51% for two independent users. (The reduced coverage for two users is due to limits
on the overlap of the two TDRS II antennas.)
Eastern Slot Western Slot
Earth
Intrusion ' .
Earth
Inlrusion
Figure 5. Augmented Space Network ConsteLlation Field Of View Constraints
2.1.3 New Configuration
In the "new configuration" architecture, one or more satellites are placed at remote locations, i.e.,
below the horizon as viewed from the Space Network ground terminals in White Sands, NM. These
remote satellites provide coverage of ZOEs which occur in the baseline architecture (see Figure 6).
The placement of one satellite in an orbital slot between 36.8* E and 106.2 ° E longitude will provide
coverage of the ZOE "behind" the baseline constellation -including about six degrees of operational
overlap - except for the earth-intrusion into the line-of-sight of the remote satellite. This assumes an
increase in the TDRS II elevation angle scan limits to 38 °. The nominal TDRS ii maximum elevation
scan angle is sufficient except when the TDRS declination and the user declinations are at their
extrema.
6
Theearth-intrusioni totheremotesatellite'sline-of-sightandoneof thetwoearth-intrusion
ZOEsin thebaselinearchitecturemaybeeliminatedbytheproperplacementof theremotesatellite.
If thesatellitesin thebaselinearchitectureusedforlunarsupportarethosein the41° Wand174° W
longitudeorbitalslotsandtheoperationaloverlapisrelaxedfromsixto onedegree.,thenaremote
satelliteplacedbetween28.8° - 29.5° Elongitudeorbetween115.5° - 116.2° Elongitudewill satisfy
theseconditions.Anincreasein theazimuthantennascananglesof thesatellitemaybeusedto
increasetheoperationaloverlapand/orincreasetheorbitalslotswhichsatisfytheseconditions.Two
remotesatellitescanprovidecompletecoverageandoperationaloverlap.
Thenewconfigurationarchitecturepresumestheuseof direct inter-satellites links for relaying
high volume user data from the remote TDRS IIs (those not within the line-of-sight of the WSC) to a
relay TDRS II which is within line-of-sight of the WSC. O"he inter-satellite link is an option for the
future system growth reserve in the TDRS II Phase B program, and has been suggested if closure of
the low altitude ZOE is required.). The new configuration architecture also results in the introduction
of ground stations outside the continental United States to support the telemetry, tracking and control
of the remote-satellites.
\
/ Note: Not Drawn
Lunar To Scale
Figure 6. New Space Network Constellation Field Of View Constraints
2.2 Services
Projections of the data rates for lunar surface support have shown maximum forward rates of 25
Mb/s and return data rates of 350 Mb/s. The rates required for the first lunar outpost may be
significantly less [5]. Link analyses show that the TDRS II can support S-band, Ku-band, and Ka-
7
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band single access services at lunar distances (see Table 1). Rate 1/2 coded QPSK modulation, which
is not specified for the present forward link, is suggested to increase the forward data rate supportable
by TDRS II for lunar users. One coded Ka-band return service can provide a return data rate of 150
Mb/s. The 350 Mb/s maximum data rate projected for a lunar user is not one of the Phase B TDRS H
options. Coded return services are not presently specified for TDRS II Ka-band return signal access
services at data rates above 150 Mb/s although there may be sufficient bandwidth in the channel to
support rate 1/2 coded 350 Mb/s return signals.
In S-band, a 1.7° Half-Power Beam Width (HPBW) antenna pattem from a 5 meter antenna
would produce a beam diameter of over 10,000 km at lunar ranges. This would provide coverage of
the entire lunar surface. At Ku-band, a 0.2 ° I-IPBW produced by a 5 meter antenna would produce a
spot beam with a radius in excess of 700 km on the lunar surface. Similarly, at Ka-band, a 0.1 °
HPBW produced by a 5 meter antenna would produce a spot beam with a radius in excess of 350 km
on the lunar surface. Efficient use of the nominally single access services by multiple lunar users
may require the use of some multiplexing or multiple access technique.
2.3 Schedule'-
The first TDRS II satellite's availability date is assumed to be in 1997, and the following
satellites are assumed to be available for launch every twelve to eighteen months The projected date
for the first robotic precursor mission is in the late 1990's, the first test flight of the manned portion of
the lunar exploration initiative is in the early 2000's. Support from the robotic precursor could be
provided by a WSC ground station and/or the first TDRS II. The manned lunar mission could be
supported by three TDRS lls (see Figure 7).
Space Network replenishment is based on a launch strategy in which on-orbit replacement
satellites are available when needed (as spares) with a probability of 80%. If operational use is made
of the planned on-orbit spare, then no additional TDRS IIs are required in the augmented architecture.
In the event of a failure of an on-orbit TDRS II in one of the eastern or western slots, either the
central satellite would need to be moved to replace the failed TDRS II, resulting in a decrease in lunar
communications coverage to 97-98%, or there would be decreased services in the eastern or western
slots until another TDRS II is launched. If an augmented architecture of one operational satellite in
the central location in addition to the baseline architecture of four operational satellites plus one spare
is implemented, at least 2 additional satellites would likely be required by the end of the TDRS II era
(2013) in order to ensure an 80% availability.
2.4 Cost
The augmented architecture requires the addition to the WSC of three direct lunar dowrdink
antennas (two operational plus one spate) and a TDRS II equipment chain (which normally supports
two independent links, each with a primary and hot spare). Commonality of design was assumed in
order to eliminate non-recurring development costs, and collocation to minimize operational costs.
The resulting projected ten-year life-cycle cost for this architecture is less than $125 million. This
does not include the additional costs of the communications links between the WSC and the terrestrial
end-users.
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In an augmented architecture with one operational satellite in the central location in addition to
the baseline architecture of four operational satellites plus one spare the additional ground segment
acquisition and ten-year operations and maintenance costs of two antennas (prime and backup) and a
redundant equipment chain are about $100 million. The additional space segment costs are
approximately $400 million to $600 million for two additional satellites and launches.
The new configuration architecture requires two additional remote ground terminals in order to
provide "I_&C support for the two TDRS II satellites which are relocated in order to close the ZOEs.
Data is relayed to the WSC either by inter-satellite links between the TDRS H, a ground hop using the
TDRS II, and leased commercial lines. Based on the incremental changes to the baseline TDRS II
Phase A designs, the cost of this architecture is estimated to fall in the range of $150 to $250 million.
3 CONCLUSIONS
Several options for using the Space Network in support of lunar communications are available
(see Table 2). The use of the Space Network as a basis for the lunar exploration initiative offers a low
risk, evolutionary approach with maximum use of existing ground-based processing facilities
developed in support of the Space Station Freedom program. In addition, the use of a single location
for the ground terminal (i.e., the NASA facility at White Sands, NM) offers low operational costs.
The TDRS II mechanical design is well-suited for the lunar support if the augmented
architecture is used. Maximum antenna elevation scan angles should be increased from 31° to 39 ° to
ensure no drop-outs occur. The nominal TDRS 11scan angle is sufficient except when the TDRS
declination and the user declinations are at their extrema.
The addition of error correcting codes on the forward links and the highest data rate on the
return links may be required.
The impact of the additional loading associated with the lunar initiative on the capacity of the
TDRS IIconstellation,and theabilityofthecomtelIationtosupportthenavigationrequirementsfor
lunarin-transitand surfaceoperationsrequiresfurtherinvestigation.
The availability of a GEO slot between 102.5" W and 112.5" W longitude for operational use of
the central spare in the augmented architecture should be investigated.
Possible regulatory conflicts associated with the use of the same frequencies for both space-to-
space and space-to-ground links in the augmented architecture should be investigated.
Efficient use of the bandwidth available from the TDRS H may require multiplexing multiple
low-rate users onto a single TDRS H single access service. Further investigations of the options and
their implications on Space Network design and operations is required.
The impact of an operational spare on WSC operations should be considered.
11
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Expansion room in the WSC infrastructure (e.g., common communications, depot, training
facilities) sufficient to support the addition of the direct downlinks and the operational spare should
be considered as a portion of the TDRS II development.
Table 2. Comparison of Space Network Constellation Architecture Options
Parameter
SIC Antenna Scan Angles
Y.Az(E-W)/-_.EI(N-S),o
Ground Segment
Link Availability
N_ar-Baselin_ Augmented New Configuration
77/39 77/39 77/38
Nom 1 Ground Remote Ground
Terminal Terminals
80 100 I00
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PNEUMATICALLY ERECTED RIGID HABit12
eteor
_ _- Shield & MLI
Expanded Metal Structure
The pneumatically erected rigid habitat concept consists of a structure based on
an overexpanded metal bellows. The structure is reinforced with rings and
stringers in typical airframe construction technique. The achievable expansion
ratio is easily five to one thus allowing a small volume during launch. An
integrated micrometeorite shield and M:LI consists of an overexpanded titanium
honeycomb. Each module consists of four sections each separated by pressure
bulkheads and airlocks. The module also has a self contained life support system.
The module is designed so that it can be chained to other modules to construct a full
base station.
The basic concept of a pneumatically erected rigid habitat incorporates the
advantages of both the inflatable and rigid structures. The inflatable approach
allows the number of launches needed to orbit a mission to be greatly reduced. The
heavy launch vehicles in use can orbit a full payload volume worth of collapsed
hardware, thus reducing the number of launches needed by a factor of 6x, and the
cost proportionately. The prime disadvantage to this approach is problems with
high maintainability times and the need for frequent repairs of inflatable
structures. The aluminum rigid structure is extremely durable and low
maintenance but has an extremely large launch volume. The pneumatically erected
rigid habitat thus addresses the launch volume and provides a durable low
maintenance structure.
The pneumatically erected rigid habitat is built up of standard aluminum
construction techniques using rings and stringers, incorporating normal rip stop
safety protection, but provides a structure that can be erected from a compressed
shape. The structure would be built in the collapsed form, much as a set of metal
bellows. During the deployment the structure would be over pressurized internally,
yielding the bellow structure radially into a standard tank or fuselage structure.
Because of the yielding which takes place, the process is not reversible, and the
same strength and other structural properties are achieved as if the structure was
fabricated in the normal manner. Figure 1 shows the collapsed launch
configuration, the non extended configuration on the lunar surface and erected
structure.
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Key Features
The key features of the concept, shown in figure 1 are: The multiple sections
separated b:/ airlocks for redundant depressurization protection. The expanded
transfer roc_ms, allowing easy, full suit transfer. The expanded floor joists with
removable floor panels, allowing easy access below decks and allowing a rigid floor
to be erected. The elliptical pressure bulkheads which isolate each section and
provide stowage space and attachment for equipment and the floor panels during
launch. The inner living wall, which gives a redundant pressure wall, and provides
protection to the structural wall from inadvertent puncture from within. The
expanded titanium honeycomb micrometeor shield and MLI which provides a light
weight "bring from home" protection that deploys autonomously during the habitat
erection. To provide radiation protection a smaller expandable section is shown
which can be covered with lunar soil. This would provide protection for the crew
during periods of high radiation, but would not require bringing a lunar bulldozer.
The dry weight of the concept is 3450 pounds per module (four sections) with no
equipment, li& support systems or tankage included. A total of six sections could
be put into low earth orbit using a Titan IV D, with weight capacity for the
modules, life support systems, tankage, and some modest equipment.
Erectign D,_tails
The primary design driver in developing the Pneumatically Erected Rigid
Habitat (PERH), is forming the collapsed structure in a smooth bellow like fashion
with no sharp bends, and maintain this no sharp bend or kink configuration
throughout the erection process. The other design driver is to limit the elongation
of any portion of the structure in yield to 50% of the allowable for the materials
being used.
By using a bellows type structure shown in Figure 2, with rings on the outside of
alternate crests or fold and a triangular stringer arrangement, the erection process
takes place in three distinct well controlled steps. In the first step, at low pressure,
the inflated habitat section elongates axially. During this stage stresses in the
rings are negligible, stresses in the skin are below yield, but the stringers are
yielding into a near straight condition. During the second stage of inflation the
skin begins to yield outward, allowing the stringers to carry almost all the axial
load of inflation and yielding them into near final condition. The last stage of
inflation the skin is yielded and continues to bulge outward between the rings and
stringers in diaphragm loading until the diaphragm deflection lowers the skin
stress below yield. This process is thus self regulating and fairly insensitive to
either inflation pressure tolerances or variations in material properties from one lot
to the next. After the final inflation stage the pressure is lowered back to normal
inhabitation pressure. The excess gas is use to inflate the next section of the
habitat.
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Conclusions
The expanded metal structure of the pneumatically erected rigid habitat and its
micrometeor shield allows a large inhabitable structure to be tranet:,orted to the
moon with a minimum launch cost. The structure draws upon the excellent flight
experience w-[th aluminum structures, without paying a large cost t:e,_alty or being
forced to use excessively compact living quarters.
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